Gary, you beaut!

Long jumper, Gary Honey, of Reservoir, who won a silver medal at the Los Angeles Olympics, has returned home to a hero's welcome.

Gary was among members of Australia's Olympic and Paralympic teams who were treated to a rousing civic reception by the City of Melbourne on Friday.

Thousands of cheering people packed the City Square to welcome home the sporting achievers.

The City of Preston and Gary's club, the Koon Park Amateur Athletic Club also will honor Gary with a function at 11 W. Dale Reserve on Friday, September 14.

Gary will be guest speaker at Leader Newspapers annual Sport Star of the Year dinner at the Heidelberg Civic Centre on October 23 (see ROBYN CASH report, Page 3).

Gary is pictured with his well-deserved silver medal and greatest fan, Shek.

Picture: JAY TOWN.
Putting out a welcome mat to migrants

By David Henry

Stale Ethnic Affairs Minister Peter Spyker has earned himself a reputation as one of Parliament's hardest working politicians.

And one of the things he works hardest at is the issue of multiculturalism. He has been involved in the community for many years and has a strong commitment to ensuring that the values of multiculturalism are maintained.

In his latest initiative, Peter Spyker has introduced a Bill to Parliament that will make it easier for migrants to integrate into Australian society.

The Bill, which has been greeted with enthusiasm by the community, will provide funding for English language classes and cultural awareness programs. It will also provide support for those who may be struggling to find employment.

Spyker believes that this is a vital step in ensuring that Australia remains a multicultural society.

"We want to ensure that migrants are able to integrate into our society as smoothly as possible," Spyker said. "This Bill is a step in the right direction."
Liberal-NP Senate rift widens

The National Party's push to run its first separate Senate ticket will open up a wide range of divisions among the party's members, especially in rural areas.

The National Party is currently fighting a battle within its ranks, with some members supporting the move to run a separate ticket while others are opposed.

The move comes as the party attempts to capitalize on its recent successes in rural areas, where it has been gaining popularity in recent months.

A safety watch on goods

An urgent need exists to ensure the safety of all goods purchased to avoid harmful consequences and enhance consumer confidence.

The introduction of safety features in the purchasing process is crucial to safeguard the interests of all stakeholders.

The Government has taken important steps to address this issue, and consumers are becoming more aware of the importance of safety precautions.

The National Party leader has assured the community that safety is a top priority for his party, and measures will be taken to prevent any incidents from occurring in the future.

 preached words and received

Gary Honey sets sights on Olympics in Seoul

Gary Honey has set his sights on the 1988 Olympics in Seoul, where he hopes to make a name for himself.

Gary Honey is a well-known athlete who has already achieved considerable success in his career.

The National Party leader has emphasized the importance of supporting athletes like Gary Honey, who represent the best of our country.

Her dream is closer

Dot Morton's hopes of extending her work for the mentally retarded are growing closer to reality.

The National Party leader has expressed his support for Dot Morton's efforts, and he is confident that her dream will soon become a reality.

Tough Task

The Federal Government, led by Prime Minister Gough Whitlam, is facing a tough task in the upcoming elections.

The Prime Minister has been under pressure to address a range of issues, including unemployment and inflation.

In response, the National Party leader has offered support and has promised to work closely with the Prime Minister to ensure a successful outcome for all Australians.

It's so simple even a husband can use a Westinghouse

We've got a four-level water control. A spin dryer safety system. A circulating air system. A drum protector and drum spirals, as well as an end of program alarm.

Flow + Swirl

This means that the water is thoroughly mixed up so the clothes and detergent ends are mixed very well.

Now, with the new Westinghouse compact, clothes don't just come out clean and bright, but also with the delightful odor of freshly laundered linens for a longer period.
Women upset over 'getting the sack'

INSULT TO THE RATEPAYERS

---

Bundoora's first born?

---

Europe $1231

---

Sleepember has arrived at Capt'n Snooze Preston. To celebrate, we're offering you your choice of Sleeppaker Sleep Systems for the same low price.

---

SPECIAL DURING Sleepember

---

Single & Extra Long Single Bed

---
Northern creeks: A clean-up ahead

The term "northern" in the text is not aligned properly. The term should be "northern".

The project is being led by the Northern Creeks Committee, which has been formed to address the issues of water quality and environmental protection in the region. The committee is made up of members from various organizations and agencies, including the local government, environmental groups, and representatives from the local communities.

The project aims to improve the water quality of the creeks by reducing the amount of pollutants entering the water. This will be achieved through various initiatives, such as the establishment of buffer zones along the creeks, the implementation of best management practices for agriculture and urban development, and the enforcement of regulations to reduce pollution from industrial activities.

Meetings

The committee will hold regular meetings to discuss progress and coordinate efforts among the various stakeholders. The first meeting will be held on [insert date] at [insert location]. Everyone is encouraged to attend and provide input on how to best address the issues.

A map outlining the development area along the Danube Creek is also included in the document.
Is your health cover as COMPLETE as DRUIDS BETTERCARE?
ASK YOURSELF THESE QUESTIONS.

1. Does my health fund provide me a full 365 days of hospital cover on the table of benefits, no matter how long I’m in hospital?
   
2. Does my fund offer me basic hospital cover for $55.70 per week or $274 quarterly for my family – or $27.70 per week or $110 quarterly as a single?
   
3. Does my fund cover me for hospitalisation in both public and private hospitals?

If there are any ‘NO’ answers to those questions, you’d better get the facts on Druids Bettercare!

For your convenience you can now join and pay your contributions at

McFadzean Avenue Pharmacy
29 McFadzean Avenue, Reservoir
Phone 480 2178

Druids is a Registered Health Benefits Organisation, a registered Friendly Society – and by joining Druids, you get Friendly Society benefits as an extra. And they are considerable! Yes, we can arrange pay deductions to make health insurance premium payments.

CONTACT DRUIDS BETTERCARE NOW!
(03) 663 5365 (03) 663 5569 (03) 663 5411 (03) 663 2445

JOIN NOW AND SAVE 35%

The only centre in Victoria, owned & operated by the same family for 25 years. Thombury began 25 years ago as an all-squash centre before blossoming into the present modern squash and fitness centre. Long before the 1980-82 revamp turned it into a super club with quality trained staff, Thombury had humble beginnings as a four-court squash centre.

THORNBURY SQUASH & RAQUETBALL P.L.
7-15 Ethel St, Thombury
PH. 480 2044

25 YEARS IN THE HEALTH AND FITNESS INDUSTRY!

MUIR'S ELECTRICAL, PRESTON
207 Murray Road, Tel.: 478 3044

THillez R"OYAL Pullovers

MUIR'S SPRING FLING!

MIGHTY
MUIR'S
THE PRICE MULLER
WE WILL NOT BE BEATEN ON PRICE!

HOOVER WASHING MACHINES
NOW PRICED FROM ONLY
$299

3 ft INNER SPRING MATTRESS
and BASE!
$119

VACUUM CLEANERS
$59

WHILE STOCKS LAST!

TOASTERS
$39

DISH WASHER
$399

RUSH!

TAKE A COFFEE BREAK WITH US!

DEMONSTRATION OF BREVILLE
MELITTA DELUXE
8 CUP & 12 CUP MODELS
WED.-FRI. 11 A.M.-3 P.M.
SAT. 9 A.M.-12 NOON
FREE CUPS OF COFFEE

BUY ONE OF THESE MODELS AND YOU HAVE THE
CHANCE TO WIN AN 8 DAY HOLIDAY FOR 2 IN LONDON.
50 SECOND PRIZES OF FRIESLAND MELITTA
PORCELAIN COFFEE SETS.

8 CUP $42.95
12 CUP $49.95

MUIR'S ELECTRICAL, PRESTON
207 MURRAY ROAD, Tel.: 478 3044

25 YEARS IN THE HEALTH AND FITNESS INDUSTRY!

JOIN NOW AND SAVE 35%

The only centre in Victoria, owned & operated by the same family for 25 years. Thombury began 25 years ago as an all-squash centre before blossoming into the present modern squash and fitness centre. Long before the 1980-82 revamp turned it into a super club with quality trained staff, Thombury had humble beginnings as a four-court squash centre.
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Ezywalkin Grand Opening
Northland Shopping Centre

Save $10

Just on $10 off Windsor Smith
Made in Australia, trendy slip-on shoes, casual, fashion-ups, grey or tan, sizes 6-11

$29.99

Save just on $5

Marcus Ghia
Mono Fashion Flats
Made in Australia, leather uppers, brown, sizes 6-11 $29.99

$29.99

Save just on $5

Data
Mono Brand
Leather uppers, assorted colours, also available in brown, $29.99

$19.99

Save just on $5

Windsor Smith
Made in Australia, leather looks, black or brown, sizes 6-11 $29.99

$19.99

Save just on $5

Big Savings on Sporting Footwear

Rolleres
Campushoe
Mono Brand, assorted colours, sizes 6-11 $19.99

$9.99

Save $5

Grovers
Made in Australia, brown, sizes 6-11 $19.99

$9.99

Save $5

K75 by Dunlop
Kinetik, rubber sole, sizes 6-11 $29.99

$29.99

Save $10

Winners Jeggings
Nylon mesh, black or navy, sizes 11-1-2-3, $11.99

$7.99

$4 off

Opening
Thursday 6th September!

Latest Spring Fashions
Just Arrived

Ladies... These and Many More Super Opening Bargains!!

Get in quick, high heel, strapsy sandal, black or white $19.99

$5 off

Get in quick, high heel, strapsy sandal, white or black, $24.99

$5 off

Cobblers by Cadet
Suede, court, white or red, $29.99

$4 off

Cobblers by Cadet
Suede, court, white or red, $29.99

$4 off

Puzzles by Grovers
White or red, sizes 3-7, $9.99

$5 off

Puzzles by Grovers
White or red, sizes 3-7, $9.99

$5 off

Cruiser by Maycee
White or grey, $14.99

$5 off

Cobblers by Cadet
Suede, court, white or red, $29.99

$5 off

Cobblers by Cadet
Suede, court, white or red, $29.99

$5 off

SU10 by Grovers
Everyday casuals, black or red, sizes 6-11 $19.99

$10 off

SU10 by Grovers
Everyday casuals, black or red, sizes 6-11 $19.99

$10 off

Dr Lay-by Welcome
VI P VIDEO
BIRTHDAY SPECIAL
3rd
WE HAVE BEEN ENTERTAINING YOU FOR 3 YEARS, NOW LET US KEEP ON ENTERTAINING YOU WITH THESE MOVIE BARGAINS...

OVER 2500 VHS MOVIES

NO FRILLS! NO FUSS!
JUST THE BEST MOVIES FROM $1 AND NOTHING OVER $3 PER NIGHT — COME IN AND SEE US!

OPEN TO 8 PM NIGHTLY
* FRIDAY TO 9 PM
306 HIGH STREET, PRESTON 478 1768 (OPPOSITE TUNNELWAY)

City gets disaster plan

Preston aquarobics

A study, the first that ever originated in America, has now
been moved to the water.

A report by the World Health Council in
High St, Preston has introduced it by its ruined pool
and two other small areas in the town.

"It's a natural way to work," said Janet said.
"It's a great way to keep fit and lose weight. It's a
great way to make new friends. The best thing is it's for
people of all ages, from 5 to 75. We've seen the benefits of
the water for people with back problems and also
for the elderly in the community.

This is not only through the exercise of the
swimming, but also the fact that the pool has
been designed to be accessible for the elderly and
also for the disabled."

"In the city of things at the centre are drop in, Janet became.
Two Robyns, Lynne Underwood and Pete Parsley.

WILDWOOD
MIX-‘N’-MATCH
CHILDREN’S ROOM FURNITURE

$546* WILDWOOD 3-PIECE SET

$459 Hoover 3-PIECE SET

SALE! UP TO 25% OFF.
BUY DIRECT FROM MANUFACTURER & SAVE $$$’S

WILDWOOD
SALE - STACKABLE 3-PIECE SET

SALE - STACKABLE 3-PIECE SET

HOOVER
SALE - STACKABLE 3-PIECE SET

HOOVER
SALE - STACKABLE 3-PIECE SET

SPECIALS WANTED

HELP ME PASS
PEOPLE
ASK SPECTRUM STAFF

3 MONTHS INTEREST FREE FINANCE IS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST
**FRESH FRUIT & VEGETABLES**

- LOOSE NAVEL ORANGES: 69c/kg
- NEW SEASON BUTTERNUT PUMPKIN: 59c/kg
- GOLDEN DELICIOUS FARMLAND APPLES 2kg BAG: 1.69/kg
- CRISP CARROTS: 59c/kg
- PARCHAM PEARS: 79c/kg
- FRESH BROCCOLI: 1.99/kg

**Super low MEAT PRICES**

- SIDES OF SPRING LAMB: SPECIAL 1.89/kg
- DICE STEAK & KIDNEY: SPECIAL 2.99/kg
- FOREQUARTER CHOPS: SPECIAL 2.79/kg
- MINCE & HAMBERGER: SPECIAL 2.79/kg
- BEEF MINCE BLADE: SPECIAL 2.79/kg
- CASSEROLE STEAK: SPECIAL 3.49/kg
- WHITE HUNGARIAN & MILANO SALAMI GORDON: SPECIAL 6.99/kg
- OLIVES: SPECIAL 2.49/kg
- VIENNA BREAD 450g: SPECIAL 95c

**Service DELICATESSEN**

- FAMILY SIZE BARBECUED CHICKEN: SAVE 76% SPECIAL 3.69/kg
- COCKTAIL FRANKFURTS: SAVE 2.70/kg SPECIAL 4.69/kg
- AUSTRALIAN SWISS TYPE CHEESE: SAVE 3.30/kg SPECIAL 2.89/kg

**Hot-n-Fresh BAKERY**

- HORSE SHOE ROLLS 6 PACK: SPECIAL 95c
- APPLE CINNAMON CRUNCH 250g: SPECIAL 89c

The staff at Super K are only too happy to help solve your shopping queries. From our qualified Butchers who will advise you on that special cut of meat, to our Fruit and Vegetable staff who'll point you to the best of the Fresh, to the Delicatessen and Bakery, in fact right across the store... Super K... where friendly service makes shopping a little easier.
English through TAFE

Everyone's welcome to visit La Trobe

FACTORY SALE — Second chances

P.O.'s Feb/March surprises!

$100 Early Bird bonus!

$100 Spending Vouchers!

Fly free or Bigger Air Bonus benefits!

Chance to cruise free!

Chance to cruise to Alaska free!

Free P.O. Travel Bag

FOR ALL YOUR BOOKINGS OR FREE BROCHURE CONTACT

Northend Travel

1 EDWARDS ST ST Kilda

TEL: 446 7008

NEW TENNIS STORE OPENING SALE!

SUPER RANGE — SUPER PRICES — SUPER BARGAINS

TENNIS RANGE: 210-279.00 $129.50 $99.50

And many more deals on Top Brand Racquets, Clothing and Footwear

CURNOWN TENNIS PTY LTD

107 CUMBERLAND ROAD ROSEBAY

350 6161
Help on way for guardians of the frail aged

Growing old is a process which causes many problems. Often the health of older people is taken for granted in society. This is because most people decide to ignore the problem or they feel that age is a natural consequence of living longer and therefore do not feel concerned about it.

A recent study has revealed that over 50% of older people require more assistance as they age. This study indicates the need for better care and support systems to be put in place to assist these individuals.

School debate

A recent school debate on the topic of aging highlighted the need for better education and awareness about the challenges faced by older people. The debate raised awareness about the importance of supporting older people in society.

Safety value

Knowing how to handle older people is crucial for their safety. The study found that many older people are at risk of falling due to changes in their mobility and balance. Good care and awareness can prevent accidents and injuries.

Our top plastic surgeon bows out

There has been a recent departure from our clinic of one of our top plastic surgeons. The news has spread quickly and many patients are expressing their disappointment.

Dr. Benjamin has been a cornerstone of our clinic for many years. His expertise and dedication to his patients have been unparalleled. His departure will be felt greatly, but we are looking forward to welcoming his Replacement.

Other factors of note include the new regulations on plastic surgery and the increased demand for aesthetic procedures. These changes will no doubt have an impact on the future of our clinic.

IF YOU SEE NEWS TELL US — 877 6655

FINANCIAL RECORDING FOR AN TRADES BUSINESS

As an opportunity for women who have been keeping the books, we have a trades business that is in need of a financial recording talent. The business is based in the heart of the city, and they have excellent growth potential.

Commercially: Thursday October 1 4.14 p.m $48

CREATIVE MAKE-UP AND GLO-BUSINESS

This 4 week course is open for women who wish to learn the art of creative makeup and glo-bus. The course is taught by a professional artist and will cover a variety of techniques.

Commercially: Thursday Oct 1 4.14 p.m $48

Preston College

Other courses we offer include science, Yoga, Tai Chi, Jewellery Design, Animation, Computer Science, and more. Our college is located in Preston and is well-regarded in the industry.

Preston College

SINGERS

DELUXE
FREE ARM LIGHTWEIGHT
NORMAL $408
25% GUARANTEED
CHECK THESE FEATURES
• INSTANT THREADING
• EXACT HEM STRENGTH
• ADJUSTMENT
• AUTOMATICALLY
• FREE CASE

SINGERS SEWING CENTRE

325 HIGH STREET PRESTON
472 208
ALL TLC QUALITY
Preston to retain park locomotive

The City of Preston is pressing ahead with plans to preserve the historic former City Park locomotive in the park opposite the Preston train station. The engine would not be restored but would be preserved as a static exhibit.

It was recently announced that the City of Preston had received a Heritage Council grant of $20,000 to help with the costs of preserving the locomotive. The grant will be used to upgrade a historic shed where the locomotive is currently stored. The locomotive would be displayed in the shed, which will be open to the public.

The City of Preston has been working on this project for several months and is now in the process of finalising the plans. The project is expected to be completed by the end of the year.
Big party marks 50-years for club

Members from Montrose, Yarraville, Northcote and Sunshine garden clubs joined the Preston Garden Club to celebrate its 50th anniversary on August 27.

Secretary of the Preston Garden Club, Mr. H. V. Ryan, welcomed the 250 members who attended the event. He said that the club had grown from a small group of enthusiastic gardeners to a large and diverse organization.

The club held a spécial program that included a presentation by a leading ornamental garden designer, as well as a demonstration of various garden techniques.

The event was a great success, and the members of the Preston Garden Club are proud to have celebrated their 50th anniversary in style.

Max Kirwan's CHANGE-OVER DEALS

MAZDA 626 $4390* MAZDA 323 $3900* MAZDA 929 $3800*

*CHANGE-OVER PRICES...we traded on a 1977 Mazda or other make car with reasonable mileage, in good mechanical, serviceable and saleable condition. Down of lease mentor — or most expensive car — will go back at an even lower price. Call or drop in today for details — with Mazda's lowest

MAZDA RX7 $2000* MAZDA 2 $9000* MAZDA 3 $8500* MAZDA 5 $8000*

MAZDA 323 $8000* MAZDA 626 $10000* MAZDA 929 $7000* MAZDA 6 $6000*

MAX KIRWIN'S CHANGE-OVER DEALS ON MAZDA

With 35 new Mazdas to sell by the end of the month, we've arranged some very tempting change-over deals.* If you have a recent model car in good condition, you could be your opportunity to move up to a brand new Mazda for a very modest investment.

*CHANGE-OVER PRICES...we traded on a 1977 Mazda or other make car with reasonable mileage, in good mechanical, serviceable and saleable condition. Down of lease mentor — or most expensive car — will go back at an even lower price. Call or drop in today for details — with Mazda's lowest

MAX KIRWIN'S CHANGE-OVER DEALS ON MAZDA

With 35 new Mazdas to sell by the end of the month, we've arranged some very tempting change-over deals.* If you have a recent model car in good condition, you could be your opportunity to move up to a brand new Mazda for a very modest investment.

*CHANGE-OVER PRICES...we traded on a 1977 Mazda or other make car with reasonable mileage, in good mechanical, serviceable and saleable condition. Down of lease mentor — or most expensive car — will go back at an even lower price. Call or drop in today for details — with Mazda's lowest

MAZDA RX7 $2000* MAZDA 2 $9000* MAZDA 3 $8500* MAZDA 5 $8000*

MAZDA 323 $8000* MAZDA 626 $10000* MAZDA 929 $7000* MAZDA 6 $6000*

MAX KIRWIN'S CHANGE-OVER DEALS ON MAZDA

With 35 new Mazdas to sell by the end of the month, we've arranged some very tempting change-over deals.* If you have a recent model car in good condition, you could be your opportunity to move up to a brand new Mazda for a very modest investment.

*CHANGE-OVER PRICES...we traded on a 1977 Mazda or other make car with reasonable mileage, in good mechanical, serviceable and saleable condition. Down of lease mentor — or most expensive car — will go back at an even lower price. Call or drop in today for details — with Mazda's lowest
In high spirits

Scallops — a brilliant way to cook them

How our gas hot water comes out 20% cheaper

Schizophrenia — it can hit anyone...

KITCHENS
CUSTOM BUILT DIRECT TO PUBLIC
NO OBLIGATION FREE QUOTES
CARLTON CABINETS
459 8153
A.H. 488 1860, 474 4853

SPECIAL CLASSES

BY NOELIE EAGAN

Mrs Yolla Robbings... decision was not an easy one.

Mrs Yolla... tells about bright son

A mother tells about bright son

PUBLIC MEETINGS

For residents interested in the development of a community centre on the Old Creek site, a public meeting will be held on Wednesday 19th September at 7.30 pm at the “Igloo” Community Hall, corner Bank Street and Cameron, Geelong (for persons who live south of that street).

WINDBLADE SHUTTERS
FOR YOUR HOME
- $795 OFF ON EXTERNAL MODELS
- UP TO $500 OFF ON EXTERNAL MODELS
- REDUCTION IN HEATING & COOLING COSTS OR GOOD MENTAL SAFETY
- INCREASE PERSONAL PRIVACY
- VENTILATION BLINDS FOR LIGHT OR COMPLETE DARKNESS

by Robert O'Sullivan

A mother tells about bright son

GRAND OPENING SPECIALS
WEDNESDAY, 9TH SEPTEMBER

FISCHER INSULATING ROLLER SHUTTERS
THEY ALLOWS SUN & AIR IN A SAFE DESIGNATION COLOURS
PHONE 976 FOR AN OBLIGATION FREE MEASUREMENT
438 3994 1987
SIDE VICTORIAN DISTRIBUTOR
A.H. 439 4964
FREE INSTALLATION

MAGIC TOUCH
HAIR DESIGNERS
645A GILBERT ROAD, REAYNWOOD
478 4249

SS PAMPERING SPECIALS

by Robert O'Sullivan

A mother tells about bright son
Universe to study effect of volcano

Penguin Club day meetings

A heavy vote on health centre

Collision kills young man — injures several

Blood bank needs donors

Peace dance
More cash is urged for welfare work

The North-East Regional Consultative Council has called on the State Government to reconsider cuts in welfare expenditure when it brings down its 1984-85 Budget on September 16.

The council, which meets in Canberra in December, has already given its views on social welfare matters, saying the cuts would be "unjustifiable".

In a report to the council, he said the cuts were "unjustifiable" because the need for welfare services was growing.

The cuts, he said, would "jeopardise the welfare of the community and involve a real risk to the community's future welfare.

Mr Brough said the council was "deeply concerned" at the cuts and was considering "what action to take to prevent the cuts from being implemented."

The cuts, he said, would "jeopardise the welfare of the community and involve a real risk to the community's future welfare."

The council also called for a "substantial" increase in social welfare expenditure to meet the needs of the community.

Mr Brough said the council was "deeply concerned" at the cuts and was considering "what action to take to prevent the cuts from being implemented."

The cuts, he said, would "jeopardise the welfare of the community and involve a real risk to the community's future welfare."

The council also called for a "substantial" increase in social welfare expenditure to meet the needs of the community.

A joke, then a dream, now a reality

by Anne Crawford

Trotting along the narrow, twisty, dark roads of rural New South Wales, the lone motorcyclist is a common sight.

But now, with the advent of the latest in motorbike technology, the future of the motorcyclist is brighter than ever.

In a recent survey, 90 per cent of motorcyclists said they would choose a new model over an old one.

"It's not just about the looks," said one rider. "It's about the performance."

The new models boast features such as antilock brakes, electronic cruise control, and even onboard GPS systems.

But the biggest change has been in safety. The new helmets now have built-in speakers and microphones, allowing riders to communicate with each other.

"It's like having another rider on your back," said another rider.

But despite the advances, some riders say they prefer the old-school models.

"I like the feel of a motorcycle," said one rider. "I don't want all these gadgets."
Ultra Tune

- ULTRA TUNE - FIXED PRICE
  $49.90
  (Includes up to 10 spare parts plus Labor)

- ULTRA SERVICE - FIXED PRICE
  $49.90
  (48 point mechanical check & adjustments, including a grease & oil change)

- ULTRA TUNE 'PLUS' FIXED PRICE
  $89.90
  (Ultra Tune & Ultra Service combined)

**NATIONAL WARRANTY**
10,000 km or 6 months

**SAVE $9.90**

- 54-58 HIGH ST. (cnr. Westgarth St.)
  NORTHCOTE
  489 0296

- 241 BROADWAY
  460 8863

Four Star Motors

2 BIG BRANCHES OF BARGAIN BUYS. PERFORMANCE AND SMALL CAR SPECIALISTS.

FORD XR PANEL VAN
TOSANA UC

FORD FAIRMONT COUPE XD
TOYOTA CELICA LT

FORD LTD

Cnr. Murray & Plenty Res. PRESTON • OPEN TILL 8 PM •
644 High St. PRESTON.

TEAR IN NOW

The great Presto Nissan
Blitzed $3000 gilt.

Motor servicing before: 1000.

The great Presto Nissan
Blitzed $3000 gilt.

Preston Nissan
Mechanics TOT
362 Plenty Rd., PRESTON
678 1708

Four Star Motors

- MOTORING... with Jim Murcott

Redesigned circuit and quality field for Castrol 500

Sunday's Central 500 at Sandown Park promises to be a toughest race of the year, as new and improved circuits are introduced.

The new circuit will be a far more demanding challenge, with faster and more cornering action than the existing track.

The new circuit will be completed for the Castrol 500, which is scheduled to start at 9am.

The Castrol 500 will be a new and improved circuit, with faster and more cornering action than the existing track.

The top sport top Toyota has a special double nut bar system offering occupant protection.
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FORD XR PANEL VAN
TOSANA UC

FORD FAIRMONT COUPE XD
TOYOTA CELICA LT

FORD LTD

Cnr. Murray & Plenty Res. PRESTON • OPEN TILL 8 PM •
644 High St. PRESTON.

TEAR IN NOW

The great Presto Nissan
Blitzed $3000 gilt.

Motor servicing before: 1000.

The great Presto Nissan
Blitzed $3000 gilt.

Preston Nissan
Mechanics TOT
362 Plenty Rd., PRESTON
678 1708

Four Star Motors

- MOTORING... with Jim Murcott

Redesigned circuit and quality field for Castrol 500

Sunday's Central 500 at Sandown Park promises to be a toughest race of the year, as new and improved circuits are introduced.

The new circuit will be a far more demanding challenge, with faster and more cornering action than the existing track.

The new circuit will be completed for the Castrol 500, which is scheduled to start at 9am.

The Castrol 500 will be a new and improved circuit, with faster and more cornering action than the existing track.

The top sport top Toyota has a special double nut bar system offering occupant protection.

Ultra Tune

- ULTRA TUNE - FIXED PRICE
  $49.90
  (Includes up to 10 spare parts plus Labor)

- ULTRA SERVICE - FIXED PRICE
  $49.90
  (48 point mechanical check & adjustments, including a grease & oil change)

- ULTRA TUNE 'PLUS' FIXED PRICE
  $89.90
  (Ultra Tune & Ultra Service combined)

**NATIONAL WARRANTY**
10,000 km or 6 months

**SAVE $9.90**

- 54-58 HIGH ST. (cnr. Westgarth St.)
  NORTHCOTE
  489 0296

- 241 BROADWAY
  460 8863

Four Star Motors

2 BIG BRANCHES OF BARGAIN BUYS. PERFORMANCE AND SMALL CAR SPECIALISTS.

FORD XR PANEL VAN
TOSANA UC

FORD FAIRMONT COUPE XD
TOYOTA CELICA LT

FORD LTD

Cnr. Murray & Plenty Res. PRESTON • OPEN TILL 8 PM •
644 High St. PRESTON.
Quaint charm in Rippers brings back past

BY ROB JONES

Dig the cool, quiet feeling that is Rippers Restaurant. The place is full of old charm yet it has a modern feel to it.

The restaurant has been in business for more than 20 years, and it has been a favorite of people who like to relax and enjoy good food. There are always a few customers at Rippers, and they seem to be comfortable with each other.

The staff is friendly, and they make sure that everything is just right for their customers. Rippers is a place where people can come to enjoy a meal and have a good time.

Rippers is located in the heart of the city, and it is an ideal place for people to come together and enjoy each other's company. Whether you are looking for a quick bite to eat or a relaxing evening out, Rippers is sure to meet your needs.

Don't miss out on the chance to experience the charm of Rippers. It is a place that is sure to become a favorite of yours.

---

Jake has big plans for jobless

A new face has joined Preston CVRC, the organization that provides services to jobless people in the area. Jake Harper, a recent graduate of the program, is excited about his new role.

Jake has been with the organization for a few months now, and he has already made a positive impact. He has helped many people find work, and he has been instrumental in providing support to those who are struggling.

Jake is committed to helping others, and he is driven by a desire to make a difference. He is looking forward to the future and to the opportunities that lie ahead.

---

New project office at Preston CVRC

A new project office will be added to the current location of the office. This will help the organization to better serve its clients.

The new office will be located in a convenient area, and it will be equipped with all the necessary facilities. The organization is looking forward to the benefits that this new office will bring.

---

Standards... society makes and breaks them, but as citizens we are entirely aware of how we are expected to behave.

By Jane Bonacenc

The importance of societal standards cannot be overstated. These standards guide our behavior and help to maintain order in society.

In the past, societal standards were often based on tradition and customs. However, in recent years, these standards have become more flexible, and they have been shaped by new cultural influences.

As citizens, we are expected to follow these standards and be aware of how we are expected to behave. We are responsible for upholding them and ensuring that they are respected by others.

The standards that we follow today are a reflection of our society, and they are constantly evolving. It is important for us to stay informed and to be aware of how we are expected to behave in different situations.

---

The new project office at Preston CVRC will be located at 123 Main Street. It will be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday. The project office will be staffed by qualified professionals who are dedicated to helping jobless people find work.

The new office will also provide additional resources for clients, such as job training and counseling. It will be a valuable addition to the organization's efforts to help jobless people.

---
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Jake's plan for jobless

Garden club

Fitzroy Fringe parade

"THE LIDO"

THE LIDO RESERVATION'S NEWEST LAND RELEASE!

"SOLD ANOTHER WANTED"

THE FORTHCOMING AUCTIONS

EJ DOHERTY P/L LTD.

RESIDOR

PH. PRESTON 478 6344. RESERVOIR 460 5066
PM criticised on housing

Housing workers have called on the Federal Budget and Prime Minister Tony Abbott to stop the 'diabolic disregard for families in need'.

Speaking at a forum open to the public, about 100 workers argued for better housing support for single parents, those with disabilities, and asylum seekers.

"Federal Government is considering to change the law to close the gap between the housing and pension system," a source at the forum said.

It is important to note that the Federal Budget has been heavily criticized by many, as it is seen as neglecting the needs of families in need.

Source: The Sun Sentinel
Yacht club pleased with work at Edwardes Park Lake

Preston Yacht Club finish second in the regatta which took place on the lake earlier this week.

The club members, who are looking ahead to the regatta in a few months, were pleased with their performance and the conditions on the water.

Phantom strikes

Hard rock and pop music will be heard on the radio this weekend as the Phantom Station's 10th anniversary is celebrated.

Junior premiers

The East Brunswick Junior Football Club have won the junior premiership for the second year running.

Darts results

The Northern Darts Association have announced their new league schedule for the coming season.

Colts have 3 in running

Newlands C cocktails for the third successive year.

All Preston in grip of footy fever

Football fever hits Preston this week with the local side facing Croydon West in the Second Twenty-Five Semi-Final at Junction Oval, St. Kilda, on Sunday.

Colts have 3 in running

Newlands C like the taste of victory.

Sport expert to talk

Dr. Michael Starke will discuss the role of sports in society at a conference next week.

Michael's right in the swim

Although only 18, Whittaker Tech School star Michael Starke has earned a award for his swimming.
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Dr. Michael Starke will discuss the role of sports in society at a conference next week.

Michael's right in the swim

Although only 18, Whittaker Tech School star Michael Starke has earned a award for his swimming.
Police seek help in hunt for rapist

A 21-year-old woman remains seriously ill in Alfred Hospital after being raped and beaten in the car park of Woolworths supermarket in Preston.

Police were called to the scene last week after the woman was found in a critical condition in the car park, where she had been attacked by a man who snatched her bag before fleeing.

Panic's No. 2 man leaves

A police officer has been charged with assault and has been suspended from duty.

Killer-escape faces court

A convicted murderer, who escaped from prison only months ago, will face court today for the first time.

Backing for protestors

Protestors are calling for justice for the victim of the attack and are urging the community to come together to support the police in their investigations.
Many goals to aim at in disabled sport, says Bruno

Basketball is proving all too easily accessible to the disabled, but what other sport can serve a purpose.

Not a day passes that we do not hear about new innovations and techniques that make basketball more accessible for the disabled. However, it is not the only sport that can serve a purpose.

For the disabled, the challenge of participating in sports is immense. They have to adapt to their physical limitations and find ways to overcome them.

Bruno, a well-known figure in the world of disabled sports, says that basketball is only one of the many sports that can serve a purpose.

"Basketball is an excellent sport for the disabled," Bruno says. "It is a sport that is accessible to those with a variety of disabilities. However, there are other sports that can serve a purpose as well."
Faction wars over Federal seats

By Leader Press\n
The battle for control of the federal election has sparked a factional war within the Liberal Party, with the party's right wing and the centre wing fighting for control. The former has been described as "radical" and "ultra-conservative" while the latter is seen as "moderate" and "liberal". The conflict has led to a split in the party, with some members supporting the right wing and others the centre wing.

Young man who's on way up

By Leader Press\n
A young man who has made a name for himself in the political world has been tipped as a potential future leader. He has been described as "brilliant" and "ambitious" and has been seen as a rising star in the political scene.

Preston Fairway at peak hours

A solid yellow line. A small white sign. A burst of color. A burst of noise. A burst of excitement. It all goes according to the Road Traffic Authority's plans.

The Fairway system will be introduced along the East-West Corridor from 7.30am to 9.30am. The system will be in operation for the next 12-week period. The system will be tested for several weeks before being rolled out to the rest of the country.

Drug swoop by police: 3 arrested

Three people were arrested in Preston Magistrates Court yesterday after a drug sweep operation. The operation was conducted by police officers who searched several properties in the area.

No delay

Despite the large number of people involved, the operation went smoothly and there were no delays. The police officers were able to complete their tasks efficiently and effectively.

CONTACT LENSES

Le Pine & Ferguson Son
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
736 High Street, Thomson's ATTENTION TO SERVICE

Reservoir Bulk Store

NOW OPEN IN PRESTON
8 Market Arcade, 417-419 High Street
Phone: 479-4500
Police blitz on footpath cyclists

If you own a pushbike you had best not ride it on the footpaths in Preston. Young people caught cycling could be prosecuted without warning.

That's the warning from Chief Inspector Thring. He wanted to make it clear that his men would be on the look-out for those who broke the law.

"Police are officers of the law and it is not only during the summer season that problems occur. We are likely to be on the lookout all year round.

"As a result, there will be no more tolerance and if problems occur there will be no warning."

The warning came from Chief Inspector Thring during his visit to Preston.

Your Discount Coupon

Australia's best perm. $29.90
Australia's best blow wave. $15.90

LETTERS

Washing 'smells'

I would like to express my concern about the condition of washing machines in the vicinity of this area.

The washing machines are very dirty and the smell is nauseating. It is not pleasant to walk past these machines.

I urge the council to take action to improve the condition of these machines.

Come and see me!

Hello. I would like to invite you to come and see me at my hairdressing salon. We offer a wide range of services including perming, haircutting, and hair colouring.

We also offer a discount for students. Please feel free to visit us.

National "SUPER SAVERS" SALE

Stereo Hi-Fi VIDEO

$399 (VNS $129)

Video Portable Color TV (U.S. $78) (VNS $129)

$789 "BEST PRICE IN TOWN"

Hexter & Eddy

National Hi-Fi Stereo Video

Demonstrated by our expert Terry Partridge. Come and hear the difference. FREE DELIVERY.

Summer School Language Centre

English, French, Chinese

La Trobe University

Prenton Fitness Centre

PH: 480 5055

CNR High and Bell Streets, PRESTON.
Carrying on without Vigor

Mayor's DIARY

Preston's Mayor
Or Alan Regan

Councils give aid to News

Urgent appeal
Northcote News will receive emergency funding from Northland and Preston Towns. A survey is being carried out on emergency funding. Each council has a comprehensive plan to prevent similar crises from occurring in the future. The survey has been comprehensive and will clearly show what areas need to be addressed. The survey is being carried out by Councilors and the results will be presented to the residents of the town in the near future.

PARTIAL DEAFNESS
WHY SUFFER?

25 years of success in treating hearing loss

LOGOS

TRUSTED PROVIDERS

Art of the young

The new generation opens at the new Puppet Theatre. This week is the launch of the puppet theatre's new season. The theme of the season is 'The Art of the Young'. The new generation will present a series of puppet shows, each exploring a different aspect of what it means to be young. The shows will be performed by a variety of artists, including emerging puppeteers and established performers. This is a unique opportunity to see contemporary puppetry from around the world.
Brotherhood needs clothes

The Preston Uniting Church is hosting a sons and daughters event on Saturday, June 24th. The focus of the event will be on collecting clothes for those in need. Those who wish to participate can contact the church for more information.

Ratepayers to have a say

The Mayor, Dr. Alan Hogan, has outlined the government's new rate notice system. The system will be based on the ratepayers' ability to pay and will ensure that the rates are fair and equitable. Residents are encouraged to participate in the public meeting on June 25th to discuss the new system.

Student disco to help Josie

The local community is coming together to support Josie, a student who is currently going through a difficult time. A disco night is being organized to raise funds for her. Details of the event will be announced soon.

Cracksmen break in, get $18,000

Thieves who broke into two Big Rooster fast food outlets in the city were looking to take away the contents of the office safes. The safes were left unlocked, allowing the thieves to easily access the cash inside.

School is proud of its Olympic medallist

When Gary Hurley won the silver medal in the Olympic Games, the school community was proud of his achievement. The school has organized a special ceremony to celebrate Hurley's success.

KITCHENS

CUSTOM BUILT - DIRECT TO PUBLIC
NO OBLIGATION - FREE QUOTE
CARLTON CABINETS
459 8152
A.H. 498 1851 844 4983

BEST BED BUYS

Unbeatable Price.

All beds at this low price are only beds. Unlike most stores, we only sell beds. And because we used to be in the business of selling beds, we've got the price down to where we can offer them to you at our lowest price in Victoria.

Specialist Advice.

Our bed staff are Joyce Factory trained specialists who know which beds are best for you and why. With our bed specialist assistance, you'll never get it wrong with a Joyce bed.

Huge Range.

Take a look at the magnificent range of Joyce beds and you'll see the Joyce bed advantages from children's mattresses to orthopaedic, springs and springless beds to luxury, non-spring beds. We've got them all at a better price.

The Best Joyce quality manufactured and designed to

Joyce is the only winner of the Australian Design Award for inner-spring mattresses and we are proud to hold five such awards.

Joyce confidence.

All Joyce products have warranty certificates covering all their accessories. This warranty will last for up to 15 years.

Rate

$679

Joyce NEVER

Joyce NEVER offers a genuine satisfaction guarantee on all of their products. If you're not 100% satisfied with your Joyce bed, they will replace it for free. Joyce NEVER charge any service or delivery fees.

Joyce HHS-HERS

Joyce HHS-HERS is a high-sprung, orthopaedic mattress. It's designed to provide extra support for your back and spine. Joyce HHS-HERS comes in single, double, and queen sizes.

Joyce SERENITY NIGHT

Joyce SERENITY NIGHT is a hypoallergenic mattress. It's made from natural materials and is perfect for those with allergies. Joyce SERENITY NIGHT is available in single, double, and queen sizes.

Joyce SNOOZE

Joyce SNOOZE is a low-price, high-quality mattress. It's designed to provide comfort and support for your back and spine. Joyce SNOOZE is available in single, double, and queen sizes.

Joyce SLEEPING BAG

Joyce SLEEPING BAG is a portable, lightweight sleeping bag perfect for camping or travel. It's made from high-quality materials and is easy to carry. Joyce SLEEPING BAG is available in various sizes and colors.

Joyce SLEEPOUT

Joyce SLEEPOUT is a waterproof, lightweight sleeping bag. It's perfect for outdoor activities and offers extra protection against the elements. Joyce SLEEPOUT is available in various sizes and colors.

Joyce SLEEPING BAG

Joyce SLEEPING BAG is a portable, lightweight sleeping bag perfect for camping or travel. It's made from high-quality materials and is easy to carry. Joyce SLEEPING BAG is available in various sizes and colors.

Joyce SLEEPOUT

Joyce SLEEPOUT is a waterproof, lightweight sleeping bag. It's perfect for outdoor activities and offers extra protection against the elements. Joyce SLEEPOUT is available in various sizes and colors.
French flavor influences Basque food

The Basque country is a small territory in the north of Spain that borders France and has a unique culture, language, and food. Basque cuisine is known for its rich flavors, bold ingredients, and hearty dishes. This region's culinary traditions have been influenced by its location at the crossroads of several European cultures, providing a rich tapestry of flavors and techniques.

Helping hand for expanded Lumeha

Rehabilitation, therapy, physiotherapy, occupational therapy and social work all play a vital role in the activities of the new Lumeha Day Care Centre in the Heysen Health Area of Adelaide. And now the Centre is benefiting from a $6,000 donation to buy a new wheelchair.

Max Kirwan's CHANGE-OVER* DEALS

Record sales of new Mazdas has left us with over 100 trade-ins above our normal stock level of used cars — many of them over, low mileage Mazdas. To sell them quickly, we've cut the price and organised some very tempting change-over deals.

MAZDA 626 4dr 2000* $4300

MAZDA 323 4dr 1999* $3900

MAZDA 929 4dr 1992* $3800

MAZDA RX7 1990* $9000

100 cars must be sold

Max Kirwan

Max Kirwan's CHANGE-OVER* DEALS ON MAZDA

EXCLUSIVE OFFER TO OWNERS OF 1990 CARS

"CHANGE-OVER PRICES..." We're offering a special 1990 Mazda or other fine car with reasonable mileage, at a good trade-in, restoration and sale condition. Choose from a range of models and sell it at a very attractive price today for delivery... with Max Kirwan's special trade-in terms.

If it's the "bottom line" that you're really interested in, we've got some offers that you can't afford to miss. We have a great selection of 1990 Mazdas, and we've got some great deals to make sure you get the most value for your money. So call us today, and we'll help you find the perfect deal on your next Mazda.

SPECIAL DEALS ON COMMERCIALS TOO.

MAZDA E 1400 VAN

As a leading Mazda commercial dealer we are consistently offering better than standard discounts. For more details phone 482 4135 or ask for an offer.09.07.86

MAZDA T-SERIES

DON'T BUY ANY NEW MAZDA CAR OR COMMERCIAL UNIT UNTIL YOU TALK TO MAX KIRWAN ABOUT CHANGE-OVER DEAL WITH ME.

Max Kirwan
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If it's the "bottom line" that you're really interested in, we've got some offers that you can't afford to miss. We have a great selection of 1990 Mazdas, and we've got some great deals to make sure you get the most value for your money. So call us today, and we'll help you find the perfect deal on your next Mazda.
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Lightweight frames in pastels and brights

When you think of Spring, what do you picture? Soft, pastel colors breathily flying in the wind? That’s exactly the look that incorporates our collection of lightweight frames.

Chloe’s Fashion House

Ships that pass in the night!

Pen friends

Pen friends is a no pressure way to meet new people. It is an excellent opportunity for people to exchange ideas, interests, unique experiences and perhaps more... If you enjoy reading and writing, if you are looking for new friends, then Pen friends is just right for you.
Japan today

The Minister for Community Welfare Services, Mrs Pauline Foreman, has announced the participation of the Japanese Government in the 1984 Community Welfare Services Scheme. This will involve a grant of $250,000 to be used for the establishment of a branch in Preston.

VOCAL branch soon in Preston

A committee has been established to study the possibility of establishing a branch of the Vocal Society in Preston. The committee will meet on 1st April to discuss the feasibility of the proposal.

PHOTO ORDERS

PHOTO ORDERS can be obtained on a most attractive offer direct from the manufacturer. LEADER ASSOCIATED NEWSPAPERS 160 WHITEHORSE RO, BLACKBURN NO PHONE ORDERS

MCKAY'S & EAGLEMOUNT DAIRIES AMALGAMATE

From the 6th September, 1984, two of the oldest family dairies in Australia will amalgamate their independent operations.

Due to the problem of technology change and the continuing inability to recover escalating costs the Giles family have sold their investment in Eaglemount Dairy to McKay's Dairies Pty Ltd., of Coburg.

The resulting combination of experience and skill will provide a team of people with a personal dedication to service and quality unique amongst family businesses in Australia.

McKay's Dairy was first established in 1896 at "Hillock Farm", Newlands, North Coburg. Eaglemount Dairy will remain as a local service centre, while the additional production will strengthen McKay's operation and enable an independent family company to serve its widened community.

INCREDIBLE CRUISE OFFER!

Cruise for only $892 and enjoy all that the South Pacific has to offer! From Sydney, you'll cruise to the Fiji Islands, New Zealand, and then back to Sydney. All accommodation, meals, and entertainment are included in the price.

Cruise 1
Depart Sydney February 15, 1985
Arrive Sydney March 1, 1985
Visit: Fiji Islands, New Zealand, back to Sydney

Cruise 2
Depart Sydney February 23, 1985
Arrive Sydney March 1, 1985
Visit: Fiji Islands, New Zealand, back to Sydney

14 DAYS FROM $892

Inquire now at STEWARD MOFFAT TRAVEL
31 Queen Street, Melbourne Tel. 62 6771
906 Whitehorse Road, Box Hill Tel. 896 2426
Go Travel 505 High Street, Preston Tel. 470 4611

Fleet’s in

A whole new dimension of cruising

Direct to Public

From $295 Special

1st DECEMBER TO 31ST MARCH

CAPALDI

CANDIA TILES

TRADE SALES WELCOME

400-5000

20% OFF

360 High St, Preston Shop 2, Vicgenerated trade

For further details contact:

NO PHONE ORDERS

Under 30,000

1,000 OFF

For Branch Office Today

20% OFF

Call or write for a free quote
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Dalia, Dad meet after 40 years

"A Thornbury man, 41, has been reunited with his Lithuanian daughter after 40 years of separation." "A 12-year-old Lithuanian girl, 40, has been reunited with her Australian father after 40 years of separation."

Job scheme funding is clarified

"The Federal Government has moved to clarify its position on the non-sageability of the job scheme program by automatically re-funding the Federal Government of Community Employment Program (CFEP)."

Flexible funding for Wool and the Australian Wool Industry Council for people with disabilities. "Funding will be available for employment opportunities that are not covered by the Commonwealth Disability Employment Program (CDFP)."

"The CDFP is not suited to the needs of people with disabilities. Funding will be available for employment opportunities that are not covered by the Commonwealth Disability Employment Program (CDFP)."
FRESH FRUIT & VEGETABLES

BRUSHED POTATOES 4kg BAG  . SPECIAL 79c
DRUMHEAD CABBAGE . SPECIAL 29c EACH
AVOCADO PEARS . SPECIAL 79c EACH
PLAIN WRAP CARROTS 1.5kg BAG . 89c
LOOSE NAVEL ORANGES . SPECIAL 69c/kg
FRESH SILVERBEET . SPECIAL 49c/kg
JUICY GRAPEFRUIT 3kg BAG . SPECIAL 129c
NEW SEASON PUMPKIN . SPECIAL 29c/kg

ROUND MINUTE STEAK . SPECIAL 3.89
SIRLOIN T-BONE STEAK 1.5KG . SPECIAL 4.89
ROASTING LOIN OF SPRING LAMB . SPECIAL 2.89
PLAIN WRAP THICK/THIN SAUSAGES 1kg
PORK LEG & SCHNITZEL STEAK . SPECIAL 4.89
CHUCK STEWING STEAK . SPECIAL 3.89
BLADE BARBECUE STEAK . SPECIAL 3.89
RIB ROAST BONE IN . SPECIAL 3.89

Service DELICATESSEN

AUSTRALIAN TASTY CHEESE ROLLS 6 PACK . SPECIAL 99c
CHEDDAR CHEESE PRESTO CHICKEN LOAF . SAVE 2.00 SPECIAL 24c
FRESH FRENCH STICK 340g . SPECIAL 83c.

Hot-n-Fresh BAKERY

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT THE SALE OF THESE ITEMS TO THREE PER CUSTOMER.
The latest insulation offer from gas and fuel.

The installed price of Bradford 'Tuff Skin' batts has just been reduced by 50%.

That means if you purchase a minimum of 93 square metres (approx. 10 squares) before September 25th, it will cost you $432.90 instead of $471.00 and you'll throw in a Bosch Olympic cordless drill, for no extra cost.

That's $70 worth, absolutely free.

It's a versatile, lightweight, cordless reversible drill/screwdriver that comes complete with its own charger and two screwdriver bits. Absolutely ideal for drilling, fastening and unfastening screws anywhere.

This offer is available for a limited time, it's exclusive to Gas and Fuel, and you can pay it off on your Gas bill.

See your nearest Gas showroom now. We'll put Bradford 'Tuff-Skin' batts in your ceiling and a Bosch cordless drill in your hand.

Gas and Fuel Corporation
**Banquet with air of mystery**

Running a Chinese restaurant would be one of the last places you would expect to find a haunologist.

"Stepping Out" in this section phone Paula Holley 489-2222

---

**Pick's Place**

**TO RESTAURANT**

are cordially invited to an evening of fine dining in the spirit of Chinese cuisine.

Open for dinner Tuesday to Saturday from 4 p.m.

1242 Main Street

Telephone 259-3257

---

**Rippers**

**BYO RESTAURANT**

31 Main St., AT 4704 SYLE (Sypress

---

**Top Quality Meals**

Choose from our extensive low cost a-la-carte lunch & dinner menu!

Complement your meal with a selection from our wine list.

---

**The Wedding Makers**

Fun Day Display

Bingo

---
Warrantynote artist gets inspiration from Renoir

The Merrij Yarra Municipal Protection Committee has again expressed its determination to fight the BBC's proposed $300 fine along the Merrij and Yarra Valleys, following a request from the MVMPC that the BBC reconsider its decision. The MVMPC has reaffirmed its opposition to the proposed power line. It said it was convinced that the project was in the best interests of the community.

The BBC spokesperson said that they were committed to ensuring the safety and efficiency of the electricity supply. "We are always willing to listen to the concerns of the community and will work to address them," he said. The BBC spokesperson went on to say that they were looking to consult further with the community and would provide updates in due course.

"It is important that we continue to support the community and ensure that their concerns are heard," said the BBC spokesperson. He added that they were committed to working with the community to find a solution that would meet everyone's needs and interests.

"We are committed to ensuring that the community is heard and that their concerns are addressed," said the BBC spokesperson. He went on to say that they were looking to consult further with the community and would provide updates in due course.

"We are committed to ensuring that the community is heard and that their concerns are addressed," said the BBC spokesperson. He went on to say that they were looking to consult further with the community and would provide updates in due course.
REAL ESTATE

RESERVOIR $56,000
PRESTON $56,000
COBURG $47,000 O.N.O.
PRESTON $56,000
PRESTON $53,000
PRESTON/Unit 7/221 Tyler St AUCTION: Thursday 1st October 9am
PRESTON $31,000
PRESTON $31,000
PRESTON $31,000
PRESTON $31,000

VILLA UNITS

$139,000
$189,000
$39,000
$125,000
$59,000
$33,000
$136,000
$139,000
$200,000
$230,000
$250,000
$265,000

WANTED!!

HOMES FLATS FOR SALE
PRESTON TO EPPING
We have many Cash Buyers环
NOW SELLING
NO COMMISSION

BUSINESS FOR SALE

L.A.N.D FOR SALE
RESERVOR $4,000
PRESTON $14,000
PRESTON/Unit 7/221 Tyler St AUCTION: Thursday 1st October 9am
PRESTON $31,000
PRESTON $31,000
PRESTON $31,000
PRESTON $31,000

PRESTON $31,000

RESERVOIR $31,000

LOW $1,650.00 E.P. on certain apartments. CALL 478 3434

Results are better than any number of words!!! August sales by E.J. Doherty Pty Ltd, a record 286 properties. When listing your home for sale with the Doherty Real Estate Network, your engage the services of one of Melbourne’s largest and up-to-date real estate groups. Our integrity and real estate experience, is second to none!!! With 13 branch offices, We can service and sell your home better!!

Young potter finds her niche

Sitting on an upturned log with only the comfort of a cushion, Evie Willamson, of Reservoir (age 13), sleeps at 9.30am to guard a wood-fired kiln with the spit!! Timber stacked neatly all around her.

"It's so hard to get up," laughs Evie, "but when starting up the kiln, I have to stay awake for 20 hours..." Evie is a young potter, who entered the NationalTwig Prize in 1984. Since then, she has entered the competition 4 times and has won the award each time. "I started potting when I was about 9 years old," she says. "I got really interested in pottery when I saw a potter at work."

"At first, I was just watching her, but then she gave me some clay and I started to make pots. I wanted to make my own pottery, so I started to learn how to make pots."

Evie is one of the youngest people to enter the competition, and she is also the only one who has won the award 4 times in a row. "I love pottery," she says. "It's a way of life for me."

Evie is now planning to enter the competition again in 1986, and she is already working on her new pots. "I'm looking forward to entering the competition again," she says. "I want to win again."
**SILVER MEDALLIST L.A. OLYMPICS**

**GARY HONEY**

Preston heads for its 2nd flag in row

Preston's quest for back-to-back premierships came to an end last Sunday when the Bulldogs accounted for Geelong West by 25 points in the semi-finals at Flinders Oval, St. Kilda.

In a pressure-packed affair, Preston held the advantage by a goal in the opening term of the match, but eventually took a 51-point lead at half-time of 42 points.

The match went on to be played with Geelong West in the lead, with the Bulldogs outclassing their opponents in the second half to win by 25 points. The win takes Preston to the grand final for the second time in a row.

### Little Athletics can start golden career

Twelve athletes in the recent Commonwealth and Olympic Games started their careers with Little Athletics.

As a result, the Little Athletics Victoria (LAV) decided to create a special category for Olympic and Commonwealth Games athletes. The new category is specifically designed for athletes who have represented Australia at the Games, with the aim of providing a pathway to elite level competition.

### INDOOR CRICKET

**OUR MIDWEEK WINTER COMPETITION FINALS ARE CURRENTLY BEING PLAYED**

Spring season follows in 1 week

HURRY AND GET YOUR NOMINATION FORMS IN - 15 VACANCIES ARE FILLING FAST

**YOUR CHOICE OF NIGHT**
**LAST GAMES FINISH AT 10.30 PM**
**MEN'S AND WOMEN'S COMPETITIONS (All grades)**

Phone Dennis or Mike NOW to ensure your position

469 4511 * 404 1301 * 478 2508

**INDOOR SOCCER**

**THOMASTOWN INDOOR CRICKET CENTRE**

**THOMASTOWN**

**SPORTS STAR OF THE YEAR 1984**

**PRESTON POST-TIMES/WHITTLES POST SPORTS STARS**

**SITMAR PACIFIC CRUISE FOR TWO**

**SPRING 1984**

**NORTHERN SUBURBS**

**NORTHERN BURBURY SENIOR PRIZE**

**SPA COURTESY OF THOMASTOWN TILE CO.**

**WEEKLY TUESDAY DINNER FOR TWO COURTESY OF EPPING HOTEL**

**BATS MAN & BOWLER WANTED**

**INDOOR SPORTING CENTRE**

**IN-SHORE CRICKET**

**EACH SATURDAY**

**11:30 AM - 5:00 PM**

**RESERVES**

**TV SCREENS INCLUDED**

**CRICKETERS WANTED OAKSIL CRICKET CLUB**

**CRICKETERS WANTED**
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**BATS MAN & BOWLER WANTED**

**INDOOR SPORTING CENTRE**

**IN-SHORE CRICKET**

**EACH SATURDAY**

**11:30 AM - 5:00 PM**

**RESERVES**

**TV SCREENS INCLUDED**

**CRICKETERS WANTED OAKSIL CRICKET CLUB**

**CRICKETERS WANTED**
Viets CAN fit in, given the chance

The Vietnamese people have been on the run, suffering persecution and dislocation for at least 30 years. In 1974 they fled by the thousand from the north to the south before a wave of the Chi Minh-inspired Vietnamese soldiers and civilians. In this group there was a strong element of the Vietnamese people who had been involved in the Vietnam War. Many of these people were forced to leave their homes and become refugees. After this, they were forced to move to other countries, where they were able to find work and build new lives. In some cases, they were also able to reunite with family members who had also been forced to leave their homes. In this way, the Vietnamese people have been able to find a new home and build a new life in the countries where they have settled.
Rows with neighbors may go to a centre

The City of Preston may know by the end of October whether it is to get a Neighborhood Dispute Resolution Centre.

A series of public meetings have been held in various parts of Melbourne to gauge public interest and test their availability for setting up such centres.

Mr David Brown, a member of the Legal Aid Council, will prepare a report on the outcome and discussion points brought up at the meetings.

If a centre goes ahead, it will be a "model" for others, Mr Brown said.

Other nearby centres are already in operation in the Melbourne area.

The North-East Region's Dispute Resolution Centre, established in February, has already dealt with 574 disputes.

Mr Brown will also conduct a survey of potential volunteers, including lawyers and former or current legal practitioners.

Three fourths of the disputes had involved civil disputes, the survey showed.

The City of Preston, which had already received 128 applications from a total of 213 people interested, was the first centre to be set up in Victoria.

To establish a centre, Mr Brown said, the City of Preston would have to have at least 150 people interested and less than 50 per cent of them in the "legal" profession.

Condition for public meetings will be to cover at least 2,500 square metres of land.

Groom to set up own business

Fred Brown, a junior lawyer, said he wanted to set up a consultation firm specializing in local government and urban affairs.

He would work on a part-time basis for the City of Preston.

He would continue working for a solicitor while a partner in the firm.

He said the firm would be open to all Prestonians who wanted to set up a business.

He said he had been approached by a solicitor to work for him.

The firm would have a limited number of partners, he said, and the City of Preston would be the first to set up such a firm.

The firm would be open to all Prestonians who wanted to set up a business.

He said he had been approached by a solicitor to work for him.

The City of Preston, he said, was the first to set up such a firm.

A solicitor would be available to all Prestonians who wanted to set up a business.
Letters

Little support for a 'free' service

Sir — I must take exception to your newspaper article (PTT 6/9/84) on the subject of the recent meeting to establish a 'free' community health centre in Preston.

Support for such a scheme was put forward by about 120 people. The proposal, however, was rejected by Preston and District Health Authority and a Preston City Council leader.

The meeting was well attended by about 120 people and included representatives from the Royal Preston Hospital, local health authorities, the Preston City Council and the Preston Citizen's Advice Bureau. However, the majority of those present were in favour of the proposal.

An elderly gentleman who had travelled from Southport added: "This is a genuine sincere group of people who care about the health of our community."

I must emphasise that it is not true to say that the meeting was in favour of the scheme. The decision was made by those present and the majority were in opposition.

Yours faithfully,

[Name]

Gowerville has best garden

Gowerville Primary School has just made an award for the most improved garden in the area. The garden was created by the Gowerville Primary School Garden Club with help from the local community.

The award ceremony took place during a special assembly, where students and staff were presented with certificates and prizes. The garden has already attracted a variety of wildlife, including birds and butterflies.

The Garden Club's president, Sarah Brown, said: "We are very proud of our garden and hope that it will continue to be enjoyed by everyone in the community for many years to come.

Courses to help job seekers

Bundanoon and Wottonia Employment Directory (BWEED) Community Youth Support Scheme (CYSS) is restructuring its program to assist unemployed youth.

The new program will focus on providing career development, training, and employment opportunities for youth aged 15-25. The program has been designed to help young people gain skills and experience in the areas of business, technology, and creative industries.

The scheme has received funding from the local council and private donors. The aim is to provide young people with the skills and knowledge they need to enter the workforce.

Mr. John, a local entrepreneur, spoke to the students at the launch event. He said: "I was once in a similar situation to you and I want to help young people get started in the world of work."

Larundel gets facelift

Larundel Hospital in Bundanoon has undergone a major renovation. The hospital was originally built in 1950 and served the local community well.

However, over the years, the hospital has become outdated and it was decided to undertake a major refurbishment. The project cost $3 million and was completed in August.

Among the improvements include new patient rooms, state-of-the-art medical equipment, and improved facilities for patients and staff.

Mrs. Smith, a resident of Bundanoon, said: "I am delighted to see the improvements made to Larundel Hospital. It is an important part of our community and it is great to see it being modernised.

Sudden Impact

Gorky Park, Unserfines, Rocky Horror Picture Show plus 100 more are all available on both VHS & Beta at all Pal Stereo Video libraries now!
YOU SAI D IT

THOUSANDS OF US who have lived in the British sector here for years. Or did we. Many of us are now or have been...!

Firemen outplay Police

The new Information Officer for the Victorian Police, Mr. John D. F. Smith, today said that the Police have an immediate need for information on the number of people who are out to keep the peace.

New information officer

The new Information Officer for the Victorian Police, Mr. John D. F. Smith, today said that the Police have an immediate need for information on the number of people who are out to keep the peace.
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‘The cloth’ gathers at PANCH
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Preston grant is Victoria’s fifth biggest

The local government grant for 1984/85 for the City of Preston is $2.4 million.
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Cycling for all

through the Scandinavian

Leisure Line

Aby Senn, Preston.

BOOZER
PRESTON Cycles
Cycling is for all ages,

PRESTON College

Cycling is for all ages,

Preston professional

not anymore now.

Stretton's Cycles,

Bike riding

Right to inspect

Bike riding

Right to inspect

Bag-snatch warning

Bag snatchers are giving police in the northern suburbs a giant headache.

Now they have come to Preston.

Weary Preston, when checking the back of your bike, make sure you are not missing anything. This is the warning that Preston police have given Preston residents that they are being targeted by bag snatchers.

The thieves first appeared in Northcote and then Clydebank.
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Gary Honey takes on role of starter

School of Business

Performances are now available for the following School of Business events:
- January 30, 1994 - Spring Chestnut "Casting Call"
- February 6, 1994 - Spring Chestnut "Casting Call"
- March 6, 1994 - Spring Chestnut "Casting Call"
- April 3, 1994 - Spring Chestnut "Casting Call"
- May 8, 1994 - Spring Chestnut "Casting Call"
- June 12, 1994 - Spring Chestnut "Casting Call"
- July 10, 1994 - Spring Chestnut "Casting Call"
- August 14, 1994 - Spring Chestnut "Casting Call"
- September 18, 1994 - Spring Chestnut "Casting Call"
- October 16, 1994 - Spring Chestnut "Casting Call"
- November 20, 1994 - Spring Chestnut "Casting Call"
- December 4, 1994 - Spring Chestnut "Casting Call"

Tickets are $10 per person and can be obtained from the School of Business Office or by calling 555-1234.

Community Calendar

- September 15, 1994 - Wilson Park Concert, 7:00 PM
- September 16, 1994 - Fall Fest, 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM
- September 17, 1994 - Fall Fest, 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM
- September 18, 1994 - Fall Fest, 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM
- September 19, 1994 - Fall Fest, 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM
- September 20, 1994 - Fall Fest, 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM
- September 21, 1994 - Fall Fest, 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM
- September 22, 1994 - Fall Fest, 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM
- September 23, 1994 - Fall Fest, 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM
- September 24, 1994 - Fall Fest, 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM
- September 25, 1994 - Fall Fest, 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM
- September 26, 1994 - Fall Fest, 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM
- September 27, 1994 - Fall Fest, 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM
- September 28, 1994 - Fall Fest, 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM
- September 29, 1994 - Fall Fest, 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM
- September 30, 1994 - Fall Fest, 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM
- October 1, 1994 - Fall Fest, 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM
- October 2, 1994 - Fall Fest, 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM
- October 3, 1994 - Fall Fest, 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM
- October 4, 1994 - Fall Fest, 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM
- October 5, 1994 - Fall Fest, 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM
- October 6, 1994 - Fall Fest, 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM
- October 7, 1994 - Fall Fest, 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM
- October 8, 1994 - Fall Fest, 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM

Gary Honey will be the keynote speaker at the upcoming Conference on the Future of Business, scheduled for October 15, 1994, at the Wilson Park Convention Center. Tickets are $50 per person and can be obtained from the School of Business Office or by calling 555-1234.
**Expert dispels myths about nurses**

Nurses have long been portrayed in the media as weak, dim-witted, or even unattractive. These stereotypes must be dispelled, says nurse Brume Burleigh. In fact, a recent survey of 500 nurses revealed that 87% consider themselves to be shapely and attractive. Ms. Burleigh lists the following points for consideration:

- **_1._** Nurses are not just doctors' aids. They are in charge of patient care and are responsible for their well-being.
- **_2._** Nurses are not just busy. They are experts at multitasking and are able to manage multiple tasks simultaneously.
- **_3._** Nurses are not just young. The average age of a nurse is 35 years old, and the age range is 20-60 years old.

"Many people are surprised to learn that nurses are not just young and attractive," says Ms. Burleigh. "But they are indeed beautiful and shapely, and they are just as capable of handling themselves as any other woman."

---

**Disabled urge scrapping of beauty contests**

Disabled people from Preston, Colne, Blackburn, and Burnley have called for an end to beauty contests. In an interview with the Preston Express, one disability rights activist said, "The beauty contests do not represent our community. They have no relevance to us." The activist added, "Our lives are about more than just looks, and we do not want to be judged by the way we look."

Another activist from Blackburn said, "The beauty contests are a form of ableism. They are designed to exclude us, and we do not want to be part of them."

A beauty contest organizer from Colne responded, "The beauty contests are about beauty, and we do not want to change them."

---

**Selling a child**

If you found your three-year-old child had passed into another person's custody, what would you do? You might try to save your child by seizing them back, but this is not an option, says psychologist Dr. John Smith. "It is important to understand the legal implications and what you can and cannot do," says Dr. Smith. "The legal system is designed to protect the rights of all children, and this includes the rights of the biological parents.

---

**Max Kirwan Mazda**

If it is the "bottom line" that you’re really interested in, we’ve got quite a few other things that you can’t afford to miss. We have a great need to sell August 1984 cars. To get them to you, we’ve put together some very tempting change-over deals - your opportunity to move up to a brand-new Mazda for a very modest investment.

*CHANGE-OVER PRICES...

- **NEW MAZDA 626** from $6790* Change-over price R.P. $3375
- **NEW MAZDA 929** from $10110* Change-over price R.P. $5650
- **NEW MAZDA 323** from $3195* Change-over price R.P. $2840
- **NEW MAZDA RX7** Limited Coupe with sunroof $16940* Change-over price R.P. $14950

Max Kirwan Mazda
131 South Street, Preston Phone: 403 3566

---

**Are You Confused About Buying Carpet?**

**We understand!**

"With 15 years experience, we can assist you in selecting the finest manufacturers' products. We are specialists in domestic, commercial, and industrial applications. For professional advice and service, call Ron at FAIRFIELD CARPETS 738 Heidelberg Road, Fairfield Phone 49 3133"
Try trug for your ego's sake

The owner of this fine furniture store is looking to upgrade his personal space and has decided to try his luck at the store. He is interested in the possibility of winning a new sofa or chair to refresh his living area. The store is offering various options, including a clock/radio bedroom suite, a mattress and base set, and a co-ordinated lounge and dining set. The prices range from $299 to $199, and the store is currently offering a grand opening sale.

In addition to the furniture, the store also carries a range of other products, such as video recorders, wine, and other kitchen items. The store is also offering a free video recorder with every used car purchased in September. The owner is open to negotiations and is willing to work with customers to find the best deal for everyone.

The store's slogan is "The Price Leaders in Furniture & Bedding Specialists," and they are located at 417-421 Heidelberg Road, Fairfield 489 8625. Frank Mazzotta, the owner, can be reached at his phone number 467 5533.
SUPER K mart FOR DISCOUNTS PLUS

Hot-n-Fresh BAKERY
Service DELICATESSEN

FRIENDLY SERVICE!
The staff at Super K are only too happy to help solve your shopping queries. From our qualified Butchers who will advise you on that special cut of meat, to our Fruit and Vegetable staff who'll point you to the best of the fresh. In the Delicatessen and Bakery, in fact right across the store... Super K...where friendly service makes shopping a little easier.

Super low MEAT PRICES

- ROUND SHOULDER HAM ... 2.49 kg
- OTTO WURTH PORK LOAF ... SAVE 2.16 SPECIAL 3.39
- HAM & CHICKEN LOAF ... SAVE 2.20 SPECIAL 3.99
- CONT. COCKTAIL FRANKS ... 1.40 SPECIAL 2.79
- TURKEY LIVERWURST ... SAVE 2.20 SPECIAL 3.59
- PRESTO CSABA SALAMI ... SAVE 2.60 SPECIAL 5.99
- PROCESSED CHEESE ... 3.99 kg
- BARBECUED CHICKEN ... 3.99 kg

FRESH BAKED SCHNITZEL

- SUPER SPECIAL
- ROUND SHOULDER HAM ... 2.49 kg
- OTTO WURTH PORK LOAF ... SAVE 2.16 SPECIAL 3.39
- HAM & CHICKEN LOAF ... SAVE 2.20 SPECIAL 3.99
- CONT. COCKTAIL FRANKS ... 1.40 SPECIAL 2.79
- TURKEY LIVERWURST ... SAVE 2.20 SPECIAL 3.59
- PRESTO CSABA SALAMI ... SAVE 2.60 SPECIAL 5.99
- PROCESSED CHEESE ... 3.99 kg
- BARBECUED CHICKEN ... 3.99 kg

Save more on BULK BUYS

- OLD GRAIN MILL MUESLI ... 1.99 kg
- DRIED APRICOTS ... SPECIAL 7.98 kg
- SALTED PISTACHIO NUTS ... SPECIAL 11.99 kg
- SALTED CASHWEWS ... SPECIAL 8.99 kg
- SALTED PEANUTS ... SPECIAL 2.68 kg
- LONG GRAIN RICE ... SPECIAL 89.99 kg
- LILY BEANS ... SPECIAL 1.99 kg

Super low prices on NATURAL FOODS.

- NATURES WAY MULTI VITAMIN ... SPECIAL 4.58
- ALOE VERA JUICE ... SPECIAL 12.98
- 2 LITRE STANLEY APPLE JUICE ... SPECIAL 2.59
- 560g OLD GRAIN MILL WHOLEMEAL PASTA ... SPECIAL 69.99
- 560g OLD GRAIN MILL WHEATGERM ... SPECIAL 69.99
- 1 PACK VITAMIN E. SOAP ... SPECIAL 19.99

SAVE ON GASFARE

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT THE SALE OF THESE ITEMS TO GOOD RETAIL CUSTOMERS.
Bullants set to win!

The mighty Preston Bullants are set to meet the 1984 VFA Premiership flag on Saturday. If successful, it will be the second time that the club has progressed to the flag.

There was an air of excitement around the club when they were drawn against the Collingwood Magpies in the second round of the finals. The Bullants' aim is to win the flag and end their season on a high.

Rivals

The Bullants secured the second spot in the premiership last season, which means this year will be a big test for them. Their preparation and training will be crucial if they wish to emerge victorious.

Competition

The Bullants have already won against the Footy Club and are currently leading by ten points. Their confidence is high, and they are determined to take the next step towards a grand final victory.

Preston Football Club

The club was established in the late 19th century and has been a part of the local sporting community ever since. Their club motto is "Winning at any cost," and they are known for their fierce competition.

Famous Players

Some of the club's famous players include Tony Schild, who is known for his impressive defense, and Peter Gaffney, who is a top goal-kicker.

Conclusion

The Bullants are determined to make history and bring home the flag. With hard work and dedication, they are confident of achieving their goal.

Supporters:

The Preston Football Club has a loyal following of supporters who are always there to cheer them on. Their dedication and passion are a testament to the club's spirit.

Premiership:

A victory in the grand final would not only bring荣耀 to the club but also bring joy to their supporters. The atmosphere will be electric as thousands of fans gather to witness the decisive match.

The Bullants are ready to take on the challenge and bring home the flag.
**STEPPIN OUT**

A LEADER GUIDE TO FINE FOOD & ENTERTAINMENT

---

**Bundoora**

**Hotel: Plenty Road**

**Rage to Midnight!**

**THURS! $1 Disco**

**Friday Frolic**

**SAT! Double DJ**

INQUIRIES 467 2238

---

**Showtime for Joy and Jessie**

Six cucumber sandwiches, a plate of potato salad and cream and dark chocolate brownies. Delicious! We have no complaints.

---

**Art for sale at Parade**

The Parade, 172-178 High St, through Sunday November 18, 10 am to 5 pm.

---

**Contact courses**

The Parade, 172-178 High St, through Sunday November 18, 10 am to 5 pm.

---

**RIPPLES**

TUESDAY-SUNDAY DINNER 7 PM
13-15 RUSSELL ST, LILYBEACH
Ph: 452 9336

---

**Donicci**

WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, FRIDAY
7-11 pm
DSC, Monbulk
Ph: 725 4407

---

**Entertainment**

FOR ADVERTISING SPACE BOOKINGS
RING PAULINE HILILERT 460 2222

---

**Upppy's Bistro has fine food, low prices**

Center lunch prices have risen steadily over the past few years, and there are those who believe that you can't get a decent meal for less than $5.

But if you want to try something new, Upppy's Bistro in Bronte is a great place to start. The under-glass food display at the Bistro is the perfect spot to choose your meal.

If you come off the beaten track, you'll find a lot of other great options.

We started with the special for the day, a pasta dish that included tomatoes, basil and mozzarella. It was perfectly seasoned and cooked to perfection. The pasta was al dente and the sauce was rich and flavorful.

Next, we ordered the lasagna. It was a generous portion, and it was packed with flavor. The layers of noodles, meat and cheese were all well balanced.

For dessert, we shared a piece of the baked apple. It was perfectly cooked to a soft, caramelized texture. It was a great way to end our meal.

The service at Upppy's Bistro was attentive and friendly. The staff was knowledgeable about the menu and they were happy to answer any questions we had.

All in all, Upppy's Bistro is a great place to visit. The food is delicious, the prices are fair, and the atmosphere is welcoming. We would definitely recommend it to anyone looking for a great meal at an affordable price.

---

**Macedonian Social Club**

**BINGO**

Monday & Wednesday
11:30-2:30 pm
Superb Venue: Tea & Coffee, Snacks & Lunch

---

**PICKWICK PRESS**

COMMERCIAL PRINTER
For all your printing requirements
PHONE: 480 2000, 480 5480

---
NEW CARS ... the Murcutt view

Out go the Falcon XEs — and it pays to 'shop around'

by Jim Murcutt

If you've been keeping an eye on the used-car market, you'll have noticed that the Falcon XE is being replaced by the XG. The local production run of the XE will be wound up around this month, and a small number is still available locally, but not expected to last long. The price of the Falcon XG will start from $6,945, which is a good deal above the XE's starting price of $4,995.

The price isn't quite the only change on the horizon. The XE is being replaced by a car that has some obvious improvements. The Falcon XG is a better car in many ways. It has a more powerful engine, it has a more comfortable ride, and it has a more advanced suspension system. It also has a more stylish exterior, with a more aerodynamic design.

Of course, it's not all good news. The XG is a larger car, and this means it's more expensive to run. The XG has a bigger engine, which means it will use more fuel. It also has a bigger body, which means it will be more expensive to maintain.

Despite these changes, the XG is still a good car. It has some obvious improvements over the XE, and it's still a good value for money. If you're looking for a used Falcon, the XE is still available, and it's a good option. But if you're looking for a new car, the XG is a good choice. It has some obvious improvements over the XE, and it's still a good value for money.
CONSIDERING SELLING?

Then consider these advantages when you list your property with the friendly team.

- Guaranteed weekly advertising, during period of Agency
- Professional salesmen with an enthusiastic approach to marketing
- Over 40 years combined selling experience
- Honest assessment of the value of your home
- Resident auctioneer who knows your area
- Languages spoken: Macedonian, Yugoslav and Greek
- Residential sales exceeding $1 million per month (average)
- Same day, free no obligation market appraisals.

OPEN 8 DAYS A WEEK, 9 AM-5:30 PM
TAKE THE ADVANTAGE!
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRESTON W.</td>
<td>$55,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THORBURY</td>
<td>$60,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRESTON W.</td>
<td>$125,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THORBURY</td>
<td>$90,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRESTON M.</td>
<td>$95,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUNSTEAD</td>
<td>$75,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THORBURY</td>
<td>$92,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THORBURY</td>
<td>$120,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THORBURY</td>
<td>$100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THORBURY</td>
<td>$150,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUNSTEAD</td>
<td>$95,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THORBURY</td>
<td>$100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THORBURY</td>
<td>$120,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THORBURY</td>
<td>$110,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THORBURY</td>
<td>$100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRESTON W.</td>
<td>$65,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THORBURY</td>
<td>$75,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TO LET</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Display offers ideas for your wedding

Engaged couples, and their families, who are planning a wedding can attend the daily wedding show, which starts on Tuesday, September 1. The show will be held from 11 a.m. to 8 p.m. at the Preston Memorial Hall. The show will feature a variety of vendors, including photographers, florists, caterers, and caterers. The show will also feature a fashion show, a wedding dress giveaway, and a wedding cake tasting.

Helping blacks who served

A group of African American veterans will be honored at the annual Black Veterans Day ceremony, which will be held on September 15. The ceremony will be held at the Preston Memorial Hall and will feature speeches, a military ceremony, and a parade. The ceremony will be attended by local dignitaries, veterans, and their families.

Try out Trugo

Cost: $1.50

Trugo is a game of skill and strategy that has been played in Preston for over 50 years. The game is played on a rectangular table, which is divided into 16 sections. Each player takes turns shooting a ball into the sections of the table, trying to hit the highest-scoring sections. The objective of the game is to score as many points as possible, while also blocking your opponent's shots. The game is played in a series of rounds, with each player taking turns shooting the ball.

Preston Tech wins debate

The Preston Technical School debating team won a match against the Thornbury High School on September 12. The team defeated their opponents by a score of 5-4, earning the victory for the Preston Technical School.

Egg booster

A team of Preston scientists has developed a new technology that boosts the egg production of chickens. The technology is based on the principle that certain minerals in the diet can increase the egg production of chickens. The technology has been tested on a group of chickens and has shown promising results.

School fete

St. John's Grammar School is holding a school fete on September 22, from 2 p.m. to 6 p.m. The fete will feature games, stalls, and entertainment. The fete is open to the public and is a great opportunity for families to come together and enjoy a day out.

KILMORE EAST 45 O'Grady's Rd

AUCTION SATURDAY, OCTOBER 6 AT 2 PM

WOLLERT (Turn left after Post Office)

110 ACRES

(Only 7 minutes Epping)

ATTRACTIVE RED GUM COUNTRY

Fully fenced — drink — top dressed

For information — Call 470 1916

A. E. GISSLING & CO.

1307 MACCUMS ROAD, KILMORE

AUCTION SATURDAY, OCTOBER 6 AT 2 PM

THOMASTOWN 11 Wattle St

AUCTION SATURDAY OCTOBER 6 AT 2 PM

BRECKENLIE ACREAGE 3517

225 High St, THOMASTOWN

AUCTION SATURDAY, OCTOBER 6 AT 2 PM

TOM 223 TONER 223 TAYLOR 223 TAYLOR 223 TAYLOR
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Bullants are set to sting

The 1984 VFA season promises to end with a bang on Sunday which will culminate in what should develop into one of the most exciting Grand Finals in years.

Rams facing toughest fight

Premier Bullants will try to hold off a probably stronger than competitive team of the year in the South Gardiner to the top of the heap.

Shell Cup is Keon Park's

Cranbourne based skeet shooter Andrew Jones is Keon Park's best chance of adding Shell Cup to its trophy cabinet.

Grahame's a legend

When it comes to a footballer establishing himself as a legend in the game of the time, it would be hard to go further than Grahame Walker.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>West Preston</td>
<td>6 Evelyn Street</td>
<td>Imposing solid brick villa style home, with character and charm in need of minor renovations. Featuring large entrance foyer, lounge, family size kitchen, 2 bedrooms, bathroom etc. Upstairs consisting of one large room that offers a lot of space. Located in this prime location. For further details, please call. A.H. 478 6209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preston</td>
<td>27 Milton Cres</td>
<td>Charming 2 Bedroom Terraced house located within minutes walk to train, supermarkets and schools. Features - lounge with gas heater, separate dining room (gas heater), 2 large bedrooms, ensuite modern kitchen, meals area, full size bathroom, informal toilet and laundry plus bungalow and side drive. Ring Now! Your offer is invited! A.H. 478 6209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomastown</td>
<td>4 Teak Court</td>
<td>Well presented BV home close to all public facilities. Features 3 large bedrooms, bright lounge room (gas heaters), Separate dining area, functional kitchen with plenty of B&amp;D, full size bathroom (G/B). Plus large rumpus room, ideal for family entertaining and side drive to carport. A.H. 478 6209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reservoir</td>
<td>35 Olive Street</td>
<td>AUCTION SATURDAY OCTOBER 6, 1984 AT 11.30 AM &quot;LAND AND POSITION&quot; Superior located home in a quiet street, large 4 bedroom, 2 bathrooms, double garage, large dining room, large kitchen, laundry &amp; toilet. For further details, please call. A.H. 519 3609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reservoir</td>
<td>33 Pallant Avenue</td>
<td>AUCTION SATURDAY OCTOBER 6, 1984 AT 2 PM &quot;FOR INVESTMENT BETWEEN 1 &amp; 2 PM&quot; Elegant two-storey STV residence requiring prompt accommodation for the largest of families. Features: lounge, gas central heating, 5 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, G/B, plus garage to rear. Full size kitchen, meals area, formal toilet. For sale at a discounted location. Best offer accepted. A.H. 480 6207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lalo</td>
<td>35 Beaumont Cres.</td>
<td>AUCTION SATURDAY OCTOBER 6, 1984 AT 2 PM &quot;MORRIS OFFERS WELCOME&quot; Superbly renovated, formal entrance, and charm of yesterday. Fine timber and feature inlaid. Large dining room, 3 bedrooms, G/B, large living area, compact kitchen, meals area, bathroom. A.H. 480 6207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reservoir</td>
<td>37 Purin Road</td>
<td>AUCTION SATURDAY OCTOBER 6, 1984 AT 2 PM &quot;MORRIS OFFERS WELCOME&quot; Well appointed modern D.F. BV home, 4 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, G/B, large lounge room, playroom, separate dining, full size kitchen, meals area, laundry and carport. Excellent location. A.H. 480 6207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reservoir</td>
<td>25 Regent Street</td>
<td>AUCTION SATURDAY OCTOBER 6, 1984 AT 2 PM &quot;GREAT INCOME PRODUCING INVESTMENT PROPERTY&quot; Terrific family home consisting of 6 bedroom, 2 bathrooms, large living, large dining room, 2 bathrooms, G/B, carport, workshop, garden and separate double garage. A.H. 616 6207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preston West</td>
<td>76 Wallace Street</td>
<td>AUCTION SATURDAY OCTOBER 6, 1984 AT 1 PM &quot;ONE OF WEST PRESTON'S FINEST&quot; Superbly renovated, formal entrance, and charm of yesterday. Linen and feature inlaid. Large dining room, 3 bedrooms, G/B, large living area, compact kitchen, meals area, bathroom. A.H. 478 6209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomastown</td>
<td>61 Lincoln Drive</td>
<td>AUCTION SATURDAY OCTOBER 6, 1984 AT 1 PM &quot;MORRIS OFFERS WELCOME&quot; Lovely home located BV home features 3 bedrooms (2B &amp; 1B), spacious lounge room, laundry room, and kitchen, plus full size bathroom. A.H. 478 6209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reservoir</td>
<td>163 McFadzean Ave</td>
<td>AUCTION SATURDAY OCTOBER 6, 1984 AT 11.30 AM &quot;SOLD PRIOR TO AUCTION&quot; Excellent location, 3 bedroom, 2 bathrooms, large living area, compact kitchen, meals area, and carport. A.H. 465 6207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reservoir</td>
<td>778 Plenty Rd</td>
<td>AUCTION SATURDAY OCTOBER 6, 1984 AT 11.30 AM &quot;MORRIS OFFERS WELCOME&quot; Best offer accepted. B&amp;D family home, 2 large bedrooms, 1 bath, full size kitchen, separate dining, lounge, laundry and carport. A.H. 465 6207</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PRESTON** — PH. 478 6344 — **RESERVOIR** PH. 460 5066
Congratulations to Bullsants

Preston stamped itself as a consistent premiership-winning club on Sunday, when it easily defeated Frankston in the VFA first division grand final at the Junction Oval.

The margin would have been much greater but for the Bullsants' woeful kicking which kept Frankston in the game in the first quarter.

The final score was Preston 19-21 (135) to Frankston's 12-9 (81).

A lightning start by Frankston looked like stalling Ray Shaw's last desperate attempt to play in a premiership side. Despite a four goal deficit, the Bullsants steadied, levelled, and then won in convincing fashion.

The win gave Preston back-to-back premiership, emulating the feat of 1968-69. But the win was all the more impressive because the team had lost 11 of its players from the 1983 side a drain that would cripple any club — except Preston.

Full story page 41

Security was tight at the funeral of murdered Preston Council worker, Lindsay Andrew Simpson, at the Holy Name Catholic Church, in Reservoir on Friday.

Uniformed police from Preston and homeland detectives in charge of the case were present as grieving relatives and friends paid their last respects.

Mr Simpson, 32, was shot once in the back of the head in an execution-style killing as police have linked to a three-state drug ring.

By Rooyin Cash and Allen Jones

The ring is believed responsible for at least one other murder and the shooting of a police detective.

Police believe the murdered man was the victim of mistaken identity. Mr Simpson spoke to his killer before being shot and his last words are believed to be "I'm a police officer not..."

The shooting happened outside the house of a relative of Mr Simpson in Cheverton Rd, Lower Plenty, last Tuesday night.

Residents said Mr Simpson was made to kneel in the driveway of the house before being shot in the back of the head.

The killing was witnessed from the family car by Mr Simpson's wife, Louise, their eight-month-old daughter, Natasha, and in the car at the time.

Police believe a hit man was waiting for another person who was a criminal record but mistakenly shot Mr Simpson. Relatives of the family now fear for their own lives and some are believed to have gone into hiding. Police have not discounted that a relative was the intended victim.

Det Sen Constables Paul Pettingale and Greg Heywood, of Preston CIB, were called to the scene about 8pm before detectives from Hummel took charge of the case.

Mr Simpson, of Severn St, Essendon, was employed as a driver for the engineers department of Preston Council.
Snakes a problem

Wrong move by council

The Hillcroft St park issue

Land 'deal' attacked

Children put in danger

Creek drowning threat

Is it council policy?

Preston election mystery deepens

Headlong into the world of business at 15
Deafness brings isolation

Sue Lehman has to hold herself back when her little boy, David, runs into handle.

Sometimes other children do not realize that if he gives a hand on their toys or even a
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Where are all the jobless?

by Frank Prescott

If you live in Preston, are unemployed and have skills in one direction, it's a lot easier for you to earn more than those that you would work a job.

Or would you?

Think of painting your house?

Now a contractor you can afford

COMPLETE HOUSE ONLY

$3,600

SOLD VINYL WETHERBOARDS

TOP QUALITY MATERIALS from the world's largest vinyl siding manufacturing group.

FOR A NO OBLIGATION FREE MEASURE & QUOTE 7 DAYS FREE INITIAL MEASUREMENTS

785 HIGH ST, THORNBURY VICTORIA 3071

PHONE 443 3311

GLASS SALES

- OUT TO SIZE GLASS - GLAZING - SANDBLASTED GLASS - CRAFTSMAN GLASS SPECIALIST

295 PLENTY ROAD, PRESTON

PHONE 445 3311

$139

Electric Knife

$249

Freezer

$399

Dishwasher

$199

Auto Toaster

S-100

Range Hood

$139

5 Piece Kitchen Setting

$99

CAN OPENER

$249

SIMPSON Nova Cooktop

$159

Simpson Nova Electric Range

$399

Simpson Nova Wall Oven

$329

arcopal GOURMET Fumé

FREE!

with the purchase of any of these Simpson products.

MUIR'S ELECTRICAL, PRESTON

247 MURRAY ROAD

478 3044
Police probe missing firearms

Democrats to meet

Ethnic study

Culture college

50 CASH TQ BE WON!

TYRE SALES

National "SUPER SAVERS SALE"

HURRY! POOL OWNERS

6 MONTHS MEMBERSHIP

GET 1 YEAR FREE WHATEVER WAY YOU DO IT WE'LL DOUBLE THE VALUE OF YOUR FITNESS DOLLAR...AND, WE'LL DOUBLE YOUR ENJOYMENT, WITH THE BEST OF FACILITIES, EQUIPMENT AND EXPERTISE.

WE HAVE CHANGED OUR NAME TO:

PRESTON FITNESS CENTRE
PH: 480 5055
CNR HIGH AND BELL STREETS, PRESTON.
Preston carries off garden club trophy at show

School will win $2000

Victronian Amputee clubs and the Advancetown Australia Foundation are offering a $2000 award to a Victorian school undertaking a worthwhile community project. The project can be by the interest of Amputee groups, or any other worthwhile community project. By entering Amputee groups in the competition, they can win up to $2000 in aid of the Amputee club.

The competition is open to all Victorian schools. Applications can be made by writing to the Australian Amputee Club, P.O. Box 293, Preston VIC 3072. Entries close on 31st August 2014.

Jenny: non-violent and with peace, love in her heart

Jenny, 24, of Preston, is a practicing Christian who believes in non-violence. Jenny is advocating peace and non-violence in her everyday life. She is a member of the Preston Christian Fellowship and is actively involved in community service projects.

Thank you for your story on peace and non-violence. It is an important message that needs to be heard. I would like to share a personal story that illustrates this message.

There was a time when I was involved in a conflict with someone. We were both frustrated and angry, and our communication was not working. I decided to take a different approach. Instead of reacting with anger, I chose to listen to their perspective and express my own thoughts in a calm and peaceful manner.

As a result, we were able to find a solution that satisfied both of our needs. It was a small victory, but it taught me the power of non-violence and peaceful communication. I have continued to practice these principles in my life, and they have helped me to maintain a sense of peace and well-being.

I hope that my story encourages others to adopt non-violent strategies in their own lives. We all have the power to make a positive difference in the world.

Learn speaking skills

People have to communicate in a variety of ways. Inexperienced speakers are often nervous and unsure of how to express their thoughts. It is important to develop speaking skills in order to be more confident and effective in various situations.

Here are some tips for improving speaking skills:

1. Practice speaking in front of a mirror.
2. Record yourself speaking and listen to the playback.
3. Ask for feedback from friends or family members.
4. Join a public speaking group.
5. Read a book about public speaking.
6. Attend a workshop or seminar on public speaking.

By following these tips, you can improve your speaking skills and become a more effective communicator.

Workshop on child abuse

The North East Victorian Child Protection Network is hosting a workshop on child abuse. The workshop will be held on 30th September at 9:30am in the Council Chambers, 120 Dell St, Coburg. The cost is $50 for adults and $30 for children.

The workshop will cover topics such as recognizing the signs of child abuse, reporting abuse, and supporting children who have experienced abuse. The facilitator is a trained child protection worker with many years of experience.

IF YOU SEE NEWS TELL US — 677 6655

KITCHENS
CUSTOM BUILT
DIRECT TO PUBLIC
NO OBSESSION
FREE QUOTES
CARLTON CABINETS
465 8153
A.H. 465 8153, 874 6653

bundoora

THURS. $1 DISCO FRIDAY FROLIC SUN. DOUBLE DJ INQUIRIES 467 2288

MOVIELAND VIDEO LIBRARY
258 HIGH ST, PRESTON PH 480 6894

SEPTEMBER SHOWTIME SPECIALS!

FREE SHOWBOARDS FOR KIDS ON SHOWDAY!

NOW THAT'S ENTERTAINMENT! MOVIELAND VIDEO LIBRARY: 258 HIGH ST, PRESTON. PH 480 6894
Hospital report looks at year's activities

Preston and Northern Counties Hospital treated 114,135 patients in the past 12 months.

The figures were released at the hospital's annual general meeting, held last night at the Atlantic Hotel, Preston.

The meeting was attended by staff, patients and members of the public. The hospital's annual report was also presented to the meeting.

The report stated that the hospital had experienced a number of challenges in the past year, including a rise in the number of patients treated.

The hospital's chief executive, Dr. John Smith, said: "We are pleased with the overall performance of the hospital last year. However, we are aware of the challenges we face in the coming year, particularly with regard to staffing levels and the need to improve our facilities."
Barrier Reef Holidays
Even the price has taken a dive.

It sounds impossible. Just $15 a night* for first class accommodation at the centre of the fabulous Whitsunday Coast. Enjoy the full range of water sports from sailing to water skiing, from fishing to sailboarding. Relax around the facilities at Wanderers Paradise...four pools, tennis courts, 21 acres of tropical gardens. Across the water is the incredible Great Barrier Reef, an amazing sight from a sea-plane or a cruise boat.

Either way, you get to swim and snorkel in the idyllic waters of the Reef. You have always promised yourself a Barrier Reef holiday. Now is the best chance you’ve ever had. You can afford a Queensland holiday if you act now. Ask about the specially reduced holiday package airfares. Don’t delay, see your travel agent or TAA today.

Wanderers Paradise, Whitsunday Coast, Queensland.

*Prices subject to change without notice. Children under 12 years are free with paying adult.
Celebrating happiness!

Furniture donors
needed

The manager of the Furniture Bank, Mr. Jameson, is
looking forward to the arrival of the new donations.

Maggie K. HAI R FASHION

Aussipex display

Health centre plan
goes to committee

A second community health centre for
Preston is a step closer with the election
of officers for its steering committee.

Muirhead said that the
new centre would be
located in the area
between the
existing centre and
the new hospital.

Health Insurance
ANA FRIENDLY SOCIETY
PRESTON BRANCH OFFERS
CONDOMS, LOCAL SERVICE AT
67 GILBERT RD, WEST PRESTON
ENQUIRY NOW. ABOUT
ANA'S HOSPITAL, VACATION AND
MARRIAGE COVER. ALSO
GENERAL MEDICALS, ADDED INN. AMBULANCE
SUBSCRIPTIONS. FAMILY LIFELINES.

SPECIALS

PINE AND CANE
SHOWTIME
WE ARE OPEN ALL DAY SHOWING
SPECIALIZED CANE SEATS AND
COMFORTABLE ARMCHAIRS

Scoop Purchase!

AMAZING L300
tourer

LUXURY & SEATER
STARWAGON

Graham Hunt

621 HIGH ST, PRESTON. PH: 470 3333

SPECIALS

Mitsubishi

1141.0x789.1

The place for SAVINGS

SALE STARTS MONDAY SEPTEMBER 24 UNTIL SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 29 WHILE STOCKS LAST

FRESH FRUIT & VEGETABLES

Super Special

LEMONS BAG SPECIAL 15G 2.99 kg

LOOSE Navel ORANGES SPECIAL 69c/kg
WATERMELON SPECIAL 29c/kg
GRANNY SMITH APPLES 2kg BAG SPECIAL 1.49/kg
LOOSE CARROTS SPECIAL 45c/kg

Service DELICATESSEN

Hot-n-Fresh BAKERY

Super Special

REGULAR BARBECUED CHICKEN 4.79 kg
AUSTRALIAN TASTY CHEDDAR CHEESE 95c
MIDDLE BACON 1.10/kg
FARMLAND KABANA 1.10/kg

COFFEE SCROLL PACK OF 6 SPECIAL 1.00
TANK LOAF SPECIAL 95c

Don't miss our catalogue... it's filled with lots of exciting fashion & home buys.

NORTHLAND

The place for SAVINGS...
This ‘kinder’ has room for more

LEISURE LINE

Big year for Little Aths

Busy boys in holiday period

School Notes

The Mayor goes back to school

New page is turned

School’s in!

Chloe’s Fashion House

Pick a number. Any number.

City of Preston

Safety, Security and Roll Form Doors

Reivers Industries

New design ALUMINIUM Windows or Sliding Patio Doors Fully Installed

Factory Direct Prices

PRESSLOCK SECURITY SCREENS

Pre Season Offer!
Investment Seminar in Preston.

I.C.S. International Commercial Services, Melbourne, is urging independent investment advisers to afford their clients the opportunity to join their forthcoming seminar in Preston. The seminar is scheduled for Thursday, 4th December at 8 p.m. in the Celtic Room, 100 Albert Street, Preston.

We will organise a meeting for you to join in a practical, down-to-earth seminar. The seminar is open to anyone interested in learning more about the opportunities available in the field of investments and will enable you to develop your knowledge and skills. We will also provide you with unique opportunities to network with other professionals in the industry.

In this seminar, you will learn about the current market trends and how they can affect your investment strategies. We will also cover aspects such as risk management, diversification, and asset allocation. By attending this seminar, you will gain valuable knowledge and insights that can help you make informed decisions when it comes to your investments.

If you are interested in attending this seminar, please call us at 1300 123 456 to reserve your place. This seminar is open to everyone, and we look forward to seeing you there.
CONSIDERING SELLING?

Then consider these advantages when you list your property with the friendly team:

- **Guaranteed weekly advertising**, during period of Agency:
- **6 professional salesmen** with an enthusiastic, mature approach to marketing:
- Over 40 years of combined selling experience:
- An honest assessment of the value of your home:
- Resident auctioner who knows your area:
- 4 languages spoken including Mandarin, Japanese and Greek:
- Residential sales exceeding $1 million per month (average):
- Same day, no obligation market appraisals:

**OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK, 9 AM-5:30 PM**
**TAKE THE ADVANTAGE!**

---

**BUNDOORA**

**LEARN THE MARKET BEFORE YOU LIST YOUR HOME**

**AUCTION**

Saturday, 29th October at 12:30 PM

This brand new, 6 bedroom, 3 bathroom, unoccupied family home is ideal for the family with children, the hard working professional, or the investor. Features include:
- Large bedrooms with robes:
- Spacious lounge room:
- Large kitchen:
- Double garage:

**Reduced**

A reduced market price will be applied, making this home a great opportunity. 

**$74,900**

---

**SOUTH MORANG**

**AUCTION**

Saturday, 29th October at 2 PM

This modern 3 bedroom, 2 bathroom townhouse is situated in a quiet complex, close to schools and shops. Features include:
- Spacious living area:
- Modern kitchen:
- Large bedrooms:
- Double garage:

**$71,800**

---

**BRAND NEW**

**AUCTION**

Saturday, 29th October at 12:30 PM

This new 3 bedroom, 2 bathroom home is perfect for the family with children or the working professional. Features include:
- Spacious lounge room:
- Modern kitchen:
- Large bedrooms:
- Double garage:

**$71,800**

---

**MERnda**

**AUCTION**

Saturday, 29th October at 2 PM

This modern 4 bedroom, 2 bathroom home is perfect for the family with children or the working professional. Features include:
- Spacious lounge room:
- Modern kitchen:
- Large bedrooms:
- Double garage:

**$71,800**

---

**NARINA WAY**

**AUCTION**

Saturday, 29th October at 2 PM

This brand new, 3 bedroom, 2 bathroom townhouse is situated in a quiet complex, close to schools and shops. Features include:
- Spacious living area:
- Modern kitchen:
- Large bedrooms:
- Double garage:

**$71,800**

---

**GREENSborough**

**HERITAGE HOME**

Trendy 3 bedroom, 2 bathroom home with garage. Recently renovated and tastefully decorated, featuring:
- Spacious living area:
- Modern kitchen:
- Large bedrooms:
- Double garage:

**$91,000**

---

**NOTICE**

To all Real Estate Advertisers

REAL ESTATE BOOKING DEADLINES

4 pm on Mondays

---

**Charming home to be auctioned**

The Federal Budget has been very popular with the Government to the delight of the community, Changes to home schemes will be available from 21st October 2004.

In the town of Mort, a charming 3 bedroom home with garage and patio is available for auction on 29th October 2004.

---

**Reservoir**

**SOUTH Morang**

**Epping**

**WATSONIA NORTH**

**Colonoal Flavour**

Owning a property is a dream for many, but with high prices, the dream is often unattainable. Our team at Reservoir is here to help with lower prices, ensuring you can find your dream home at an affordable price.

---

**Leader Print Distributors**

**Letterbox Distribution Services**

- Catalogues
- Flyers
- Pamphlets
- Postcards
- Magnetic Mailers

--

**Preston**

**Main Street**

**Auction**

Saturday, 29th October at 12 PM

**CAMELON NORTEHEY**

2 BALAKA PLACE, BUNDOORA 467 6622

---

**Matson Bros.**

**Real Estate**

839 Main Street, Preston, VIC 3072

---

**PRESTON**

**86 Great Western Road, Preston, VIC 3072**

---

**RESERVOIR**

**84,500**

---

**MORANDA**

**AUCTION**

Saturday, 29th October at 12:30 PM

This modern 3 bedroom, 2 bathroom townhouse is situated in a quiet complex, close to schools and shops. Features include:
- Spacious living area:
- Modern kitchen:
- Large bedrooms:
- Double garage:

**$71,800**

---

**APOLLO BAY**

**The Grandstand Estate**

116 ACRES $375,000

---

**Preston**

**Fellow Street**

**Auction**

Saturday, 29th October at 12 PM
Jeff built new life from wood

New York born Jeff Segerman has found a new home in Kalgoorlie, the past four years. It’s almost as if he has found a new life of his own. Just like the gold diggers of the 1890s, he has also found his fortune. His story is one of determination and perseverance.

Jeff, a carpenter by trade, moved to Kalgoorlie to pursue a new career. He opened his own business, Segerman’s Carpentry, offering all types of carpentry services.

Jeff’s entry into the carpentry trade was not without its challenges. He had to start from scratch, learning the trade and building his reputation. But with hard work and determination, he eventually found success.

Jeff’s business grew steadily, and he became known for his excellent workmanship. He received a lot of referrals and his business started to grow. His reputation for quality work spread, and he was able to attract more customers.

Jeff’s success in Kalgoorlie is a testament to his hard work and determination. He has built a new life for himself in this new city, and his business is a direct result of his efforts.

Jeff and his wife, Sarah, are now settled in their new home, which they bought with the profits from his business. They are happy and content in their new life in Kalgoorlie.

Jeff’s story is an inspiration to others who are looking for a new start. It shows that with hard work and determination, it is possible to build a new life for yourself.

Phone 877 6655 to place your local result-getting Classified advertisement.

WANTED
TO SELL
Local "Want to Sell" advertise-
ments saves you money.

You can turn your unwanted goods into CASH by placing an advertisement in your LOCAL LEADER NEWSPAPER.

877 6655

To place your Classified Advertisement Phone 877 6655
Footy success for Reservoir

Reservoir Football Club was still celebrating last week when they reclaimed the local senior premiership from Whittlesea and edged out Ambrose Park in the grand final.

Manager Martin James was delighted with the outcome and has his eyes on the VFA first division grand final on Sunday.

"LOCAL LENNIE"

climbed to the top of the ladder by reaching his market audience through weekly advertising in LEADER LOCAL NEWSPAPERS

877 6655

INDOOR CRICKET

Teams required for new season on Monday and Thursday evenings

WOMEN'S — MEN'S — MIXED
★ ALL TEAMS GRADED
★ YOU PLAY THE NIGHT OF YOUR CHOICE
★ GOOD TROPHIES
★ ALL GRADES
★ WINNERS — Runners-up)

Phone Dennis or Mick NOW to ensure your position

469 4511 ★ 404 1301 ★ 478 2508

or call personally at

THOMASTOWN INDOOR CRICKET CENTRE
79 STRING AVE
THOMASTOWN

Preston make it two in a row

Ray Shaw realised a life-long ambition on Saturday when he led Preston to a 2-0 victory over Frankston in the VFA first division grand final on Sunday.

It was Preston's second senior premiership grand final win. The club had never won the grand final before, being runners-up in the 1975 and 1977 finals.

Preston weren't in form this year. The team had been average in the regular season, never reaching the top four in the league. However, they still managed to reach the grand final with a 1-0 victory over Wodonga in the preliminary final.

The season opened with a 3-2 victory over Wodonga, followed by a 1-0 win over the unbeaten team. Preston then went on to win their next three games in a row, before losing to the unbeaten team in their last game of the season. They then faced Wodonga in the preliminary final, winning 1-0.

The grand final was played in front of a large crowd. Preston started strongly, with Shaw scoring the first goal of the game within the first 20 minutes. Frankston then equalised, but Preston went on to score two goals in the second half, winning the game 2-0.

"INDOOR CRICKET

Teams required for new season on Monday and Thursday evenings

WOMEN'S — MEN'S — MIXED
★ ALL TEAMS GRADED
★ YOU PLAY THE NIGHT OF YOUR CHOICE
★ GOOD TROPHIES
★ ALL GRADES
★ WINNERS — Runners-up)
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Keon tops in north

Berechrea still with Preston

The Preston Cricket Club, after a suc-
cessful season to 1984, will field one of the four senior teams in the final. The club has sponsored a number of successful junior teams in the past, and has produced a number of players who have gone on to play for the senior sides.

The club has recently undergone a name change to Preston Harriers. The change is in recognition of the club's long history and its association with the Harriers, the local athletics club.

The club's most successful player is John Daley, who has been a member of the club for over 30 years. Daley has been a key player in the club's success and has been a member of the club's senior team for many years.

The club's other successful players include Tony Jones, who has been a member of the club for over 20 years, and Bill Smith, who has been a member of the club for over 15 years.

The club's junior team is also successful, and has produced a number of players who have gone on to play for the senior sides.

The club's success is due to the hard work and dedication of its members, and the support of its sponsors. The club is grateful for the support of its sponsors, and looks forward to continuing its success in the future.
RESERVOIR
83 Pallant Avenue
OPEN FOR INSPECTION BETWEEN 10-3 PM
AUCTION SATURDAY OCTOBER 5, 1985 AT 2 PM
Feature: two-storey WB residence offering accommodation for the largest of families. Features tiled entry, gas central heating, 5-sec.
bedrooms, B/I, plus en suite to master, formal lounge rm, skylights, fully fitted kitchen with WD & dishwsh, lounge, bathroom, toilet, laundry & garage. Large walled garden. Phone offers considered by appointment.
A.H. 469 4787

PRESTON
25 Regent Street
AUCTION SATURDAY OCTOBER 6, 1984 AT 1 PM
"GREAT INCOME PRODUCING INVESTMENT PROPERTY"
Substantial fantasy 3 BR, 3 bedroom, 3.2 bathroom, 2.5 car space, extra large garage, plus separate peaceful maniac for extra car or boat. Inspect 3 BR, 3 bedroom, 3.2 bathroom, 2.5 car space, extra large garage, plus separate peaceful maniac for extra car or boat. Inspect anytime.
A.H. 470 9598

PRESTON WEST 75 Wallace Street
AUCTION SATURDAY OCTOBER 6, 1984 AT 1 PM
"GREAT INCOME PRODUCING INVESTMENT PROPERTY"
Substantial fantasy 3 BR, 3 bedroom, 3.2 bathroom, 2.5 car space, extra large garage, plus separate peaceful maniac for extra car or boat. Inspect 3 BR, 3 bedroom, 3.2 bathroom, 2.5 car space, extra large garage, plus separate peaceful maniac for extra car or boat. Inspect anytime.
A.H. 470 9598

LALOR
35 Beaumont Cres.
AUCTION SATURDAY OCTOBER 5, 1985 AT 1 PM
"GREAT INCOME PRODUCING INVESTMENT PROPERTY"
This delightful 3 BR, 3 bedroom, 3.2 bathroom, 2.5 car space, extra large garage, plus separate peaceful maniac for extra car or boat. Inspect 3 BR, 3 bedroom, 3.2 bathroom, 2.5 car space, extra large garage, plus separate peaceful maniac for extra car or boat. Inspect anytime.
A.H. 469 4787

THOMASTOWN
61 Lincoln Drive
BEAUTIFULLY PRESENTED 5 Bedroom house on LARGE ALLOTMENT 60 x 170
Quiet residential, offering lovely private settings and period appointments with 5 bedrooms, 2 sitting areas, spacious lounge room, dining room, spacious kitchen, spacious bathroom and separate toilet. A must to inspect. Phone offers considered by appointment.
A.H. 478 9598

PRESTON WEST
24 Sussex Street
BEAUTIFULLY PRESENTED 5 Bedroom house on LARGE ALLOTMENT 60 x 170
Quiet residential, offering lovely private settings and period appointments with 5 bedrooms, 2 sitting areas, spacious lounge room, dining room, spacious kitchen, spacious bathroom and separate toilet. A must to inspect. Phone offers considered by appointment.
A.H. 480 9598

PRESTON WEST
49 James Street
AUCTION SATURDAY OCTOBER 5, 1985 AT 2 PM
"LAND AND POSITION"
Spacious 2 story solid brick & weatherboard residence, situated in the most sought after location. Spacious open plan lounge/dining, large kitchen/dining, 4 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, workshop, 2 bedrooms, lounge, laundry/laundry/shower, separate bathroom, first floor large spaciously, 2 bedroom lounge, dining, separate bathroom, excellent presentation. Ideal for large family home.
A.H. 457 9249

PRESTON
35 Olive Street
AUCTION SATURDAY OCTOBER 5, 1985 AT 2 PM
"LAND AND POSITION"
Superbly located villa style house on a 25 x 85 block, offering tremendous potential. 3 bedrooms, large living, gas heater, kitchen, bathroom, laundry & garage. Price offers now welcome. Ideal for the 1st home, buyer, investor or builder. Inspection by appointment.
A.H. 457 9399

PRESTON
37 Dean Street
AUCTION SATURDAY OCTOBER 13, 1984 AT 1 PM
"OUTSTANDING POSITION, OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY"
Immaculately presented elevated 3 BR, 3 bedroom, 3.2 bathroom, 2.5 car space, extra large garage, plus separate peaceful maniac for extra car or boat. Inspect 3 BR, 3 bedroom, 3.2 bathroom, 2.5 car space, extra large garage, plus separate peaceful maniac for extra car or boat. Inspect anytime.
A.H. 469 9598